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ABSTRACT

ENERGY-SAVING DATA ABSTRACTION AND REFORMATION
SCHEMES FOR WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS

Toni

Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is comprising of sensor nodes that are able to
collect sensor readings and co-operatively send the readings to a base station
through multi-hop communication. In general, sensor nodes have limited energy
resource due to they are built small in size with inexpensive components.
Therefore, efficiency in collecting the data is one of the key factors that
determines the lifetime of WSN. If sensor nodes have the capability to select
only significant values to transmit, the number of transmissions and the amount
of energy consumption in the radio can be greatly reduced in overall. This
mechanism is referred as data abstraction. On the other hand, a corresponding
reformation scheme is required at a base station so that the complete set of data
can be reconstructed accurately with the partially received data. This work
introduces the zeroth-, first-, and second-order data abstraction and reformation
(DAR) schemes and their applications in WSN. Through performance studies in
applications with low and high changing rate, the data transmission can be
significantly reduced with a proper selection of DAR schemes, and yet the data
can be reformed at the base station with acceptable accuracy.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
This chapter gives an overview of the research starting with the motivation and
the problem statements. Objectives and main contributions are defined to solve
the problems highlighted. The organisation of the Dissertation is outlined.
Finally, a list of publications is attached.

1.1. Motivation
Wireless sensor network (WSN) is a network that consists of nodes with
sensors able to sense the environmental attributes and transceivers able to
communicate with each other through radio in certain frequency range
(Damaso et al., 2013). In WSN, there is always at least one sink node or
base station. Base station is a special node for which the collected data is
destined. That is, the sensed data of a node can be relayed in a multi-hop
manner through other sensor nodes to the base station, as shown in Figure
1.1. Due to high cost of production and market demand, the industrial,
scientific and medical (ISM) frequency bands are used by the transceivers
to perform data transmission.

Figure 1.1: WSN architecture

A wireless sensor node consists of four basic elements as shown in Figure
1.2. They are power supply, sensors, processing unit, and transceiver for
communication. The power supply is an element that provides energy for
the entire sensor node for its operations. The sensors, or collectively called
the sensing unit, are used to sense the environment attributes and convert
the analogue signals into digital data for collection. The processing unit is
an element that consists of microprocessor and memory, which are used to
process the sensed data. The transceiver consists of transmitter and
receiver, which are used for communications.

2

Figure 1.2: Wireless sensor node architecture

The advantages of using WSN are the small size of nodes, low energy
consumption, and expandability. However, the sensor node usually
employs batteries as the power source. This will cause the limitation in the
lifetime of the sensor node as all its operations requires the power from the
power unit. In addition to the capacity of the power source, lifetime of a
sensor node on the other hand depends also on the application’s duty and
reporting strategy. For instance, if data are reported too frequently then the
power consumption would be very high, but on the contrary too infrequent
data reporting may make the collected data inaccurate. Therefore, the best
practices need to be approached to reduce the power consumption yet
preserving the data accuracy. Evaluation of power consumption should be
done before the real deployment. Through the evaluation, factors that
determine the lifetime of sensor node could be identified. Compared
among the operations, communication consumes the highest energy
consumption (Lajara et al., 2010). Thus, the efficient way to reduce the
power consumption is by minimizing the communication. Several
3

approaches have been studied and implemented to extend the lifetime of
WSN. Some of them are through routing protocol, external power source,
data aggregation, data abstraction, etc.

A routing protocol in WSN can be defined as the way how sensor nodes
forward packets through some routing paths to the destination, or sink. As
mentioned earlier that communication of sensor nodes consumes the most
power consumption, studies have been done to have efficient and effective
routing protocol in WSN. One of the routing protocols that have been
proposed is Ad-hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV) (Booranawong
et al., 2013). AODV is a routing protocol that establishes shortest route for
data transmission. In order to avoid the high traffic load, AODV utilizes a
pre-defined threshold of delay time to choose the possible routes. If the
delay time of a route exceeds the pre-defined threshold of delayed time,
the route will be considered as congested. The predefined threshold of
delay time is the average delay of routing data transmission in the IEEE
802.15.4 wireless network. Through the proposed routing protocol, the
data transmission can be delivered through the shortest path and lowest
traffic load. Therefore, AODV will solve the failure of path-setup and data
loss due to the network congestion.

Another instance of routing protocol is Weighted Energy Aware Multipath
Reliable (WEAMR) (Tufail et al., 2013). WEAMR is the extension of
AODV that utilizes multipath routing protocol. When a sensor node wants
to send a data packet, the sensor node needs to check the existence of valid
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path in the routing table. If there is no valid path, the sensor node will
discover two best low cost paths by using AODV approach. If there are
valid paths, the sensor node will select the best path from the two paths
discovered in the route discovery process. Upon receiving the data packet,
the receiving sensor node will decrement the local energy value. Then, the
receiving sensor node will forward the data packet to the next sensor nodes
or base station. Through multipath communication, load-balancing
mechanism is applied in order to extend the lifetime of WSN.

A self-optimizing scheme for energy balanced routing in wireless sensor
networks using SensorAnt is another instance of routing protocol method
(Saleh et al., 2012). In the initialization process of this method, a source
node will check the Routing Table and Generated Ant-Forward. If the
Routing Table has the Destination Address, the source node will transmit
Ants by unicast. If Routing Table does not have the Destination Address,
the source node will transmit Ants by broadcast. After the check of routing
process in the sensor node, the sensor node will transmit the Ant-Forward
to the intermediate node. Upon receiving the Ant-Forward, intermediate
node will add local information to the Ant and calculate the probability of
choose next hop based on routing table of hop and path assessment
functions. Upon receiving the Ant-Forward, the sink node will generate
Ant-Backward as an acknowledgement by using unicast. Then, the sink
node will discard the Ant-Forward. After the intermediate node receive the
Ant-Backward, the intermediate node will update the routing table based
on the hop and path assessment functions in routing table. Afterward, the
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intermediate node will transmit the Ant-Backward to the source node.
Upon receiving the Ant-Backward, the source node will update the routing
table based on hop and path assessment functions as well. Then, the source
node will remove the Ant-Backward. After the initialization process is
finished, the source node will start transmit data via the selected route to
the sink node.

Although the routing protocol approaches have been proposed, the
communication activity still can be further reduced with a complementary
approach, such as data abstraction scheme, to minimize the energy
consumption, and thus extend the lifetime of WSN.

Besides routing protocol, external power sources have been studied, such
as solar powered, wind powered, hydroelectricity, etc. Generally, external
power sources need additional equipment based on the power source. The
instance of wind-powered application is a tree movement energyharvesting device (McGarry and Knight, 2012). Naturally, branch of a tree
is shaken if there wind blows. The author uses this mechanism to generate
the electricity.

Another approach of external power source is solar powered which is using
the concept of photovoltaic that convert the solar radiation to electricity.
The instance of solar powered application is wEcoValve mote (Lajara et
al., 2011). wEcoValve is an irrigation system that is solar energy powered.
A rechargeable battery will be used as a power source and it will be
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continuously charged by using solar panel. When the sunshine is available,
the converted electricity will be used to power up the sensor node and to
charge the rechargeable battery. However, if the sunshine is not available,
the sensor node will use the energy from the rechargeable battery.

Hydroelectric power source is another instance of external power source
in WSN. By using the continuous flowing water, hydro turbine can be used
to generate an electricity (Azevedo and Santos, 2012).

In the real

experiment, hydroelectric power source only can be implemented in the
indoor application. At outdoor application, hydroelectric power source
mostly will be implemented where sunshine is rarely available and there is
a continuous flowing water, for example waterfall.

However, the external power sources have an essential requirement where
the resources such as wind, solar radiation, and water must be available
continuously to do the battery charging. Besides, external power sources
require additional equipment that resulted in additional space is needed as
well. The typical external power source schematic is shown in Figure 1.3.

Figure 1.3: Typical schematic of external power source
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Since there are limitations by using routing protocols to save energy or by
employing renewable energy sources to generate extra energy, there is a
need for a more efficient way to reduce the communication requirement
among the sensor nodes to save energy. One of the simple ways of
reducing the number of transmissions is by selecting only a subset of
sensed data to report to the base station rather than sending all of them.
However, if not carefully designed, such a simple approach will suffer
from the accuracy of the data collected in the base station, as not all the
sensed data will be reported. Through the proposed Data Abstraction and
Reformation (DAR) schemes, only significant data will be reported to the
base station and the non-reported data will be reformed without
compromising the quality of the information. Data abstraction is a data
filtration scheme whereby each sensed data is evaluated based on certain
criteria to determine whether the data should be reported to a base station.
Data reformation is data interpolation that reconstructs the non-received
data based on the received data.

1.2. Objectives
The energy source of WSN is mostly consumed by the data
communication or transmission. A WSN with an application that has a lot
of data transmission will have a shorter lifetime. Several questions arise
related to this issue:
1.

What can be done to reduce the number of transmissions thus the
energy can be conserved?
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2.

What is the solution to keep the accuracy of the information if not
all of the sensed values are reported because of the reduced
transmission?

3.

What is the performance of the proposed solution?

In order to provide solutions to the risen questions, the objectives of the
study are:
1.

To propose Data Abstraction scheme at sensor nodes that can
efficiently filter significant data for transmission in order to
minimize communications in the network.

2.

To propose Data Reformation scheme at the base station that can
effectively reconstruct the full set of data without compromising the
quality of information.

3.

To evaluate the performance of different combinations of DAR.

1.3. Main Contributions
The main contributions of the research are:
1.

Proposed a data abstraction as part of DAR schemes that able to
minimize the energy usage by reducing the number of transmission.
Data transmission is part of communication operations that consume
most of the energy. Thus, by reducing the number of transmission,
energy can be conserved and sensor nodes able to operate for longer
period.

2.

Proposed a data reformation as part of DAR schemes that able to
reconstruct the non-reported values at the base station. Data
9

reformation is important, thus the data information accuracy will not
be greatly affected by the data abstraction.
3.

Design several orders of DAR schemes in several conditions. DAR
schemes have been applied in application/attribute with different
sampling rate. They are application/attribute with low sampling rate
which

represented

by

temperature

monitoring

and

application/attribute with abrupt sampling rate which represented by
accelerometer monitoring.
4.

Validate the performance of DAR schemes. The Dissertation verifies
the performance of the DAR schemes in terms of number of data
transmitted, number of packet transmissions, and Root Mean Square
Error (RMSE).

1.4. Organisation of the Dissertation
The Dissertation is organised as follows. A review of the literature on the
ways to conserve energy by routing protocol and external power sources
are presented in Chapter 1. In Chapter 2, literature reviews about wireless
sensor network (WSN) are presented. In Chapter 3, the DAR schemes are
presented. In Chapter 4, experiment design and settings are explained and
in Chapter 5, the results of DAR schemes are presented. Finally, the
Dissertation draws conclusions on the research and presents suggestions
for future improvement and research in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter gives an overview of the research starting with the overview of
wireless sensor network (WSN). Data collection method in WSN also will be
briefly discussed.

2.1

Wireless Sensor Network
Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is an Ad-hoc networks that sensors are
able to sense, process, store and communicate the sensed data (Lotf et al.,
2011). According to Potdar et al. (2009), the characteristic requirements of
a system to be called as wireless sensor nodes are:
1.

Fault tolerant: the system should be robust to node failure and able
to indicate that the node is not functioning properly.

2.

Scalable: the system should be able to support a large number of
sensor nodes.

3.

Long life: the system should be able to have long life, as the
replacement of batteries in sensor node is difficult. Therefore, the
node’s operations should be energy efficient.

4.

Programmable: the sensor nodes should be able to be reprogrammed
to achieve specific purpose of an application.

5.

Secure: the sensor nodes should support the access control, message
integrity, confidentiality and replay protection.

6.

Affordable: the system should use low cost devices as the network
comprised of large number of sensor nodes.
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2.1.1 Applications of Wireless Sensor Network
The history of sensor networks started during the cold war era (mid-1950s
decade), where United States used the system to track Soviet Union
submarines. And later, the US ministry of Defense, Defense Advanced
Research Project Agency (DARPA) continued to use the innovation of
sensor network as research topics in universities. Nowadays, the usage of
WSN is not only located in military applications, but also in many
applications in human daily life.

The classifications of wireless sensor network’s applications in this
dissertation are focused on three applications. The applications are
monitoring, healthcare, and military applications.

1.

Monitoring applications
There are a lot of monitoring applications that use wireless sensor
network as the platform, such as:

1)

Water monitoring applications
Xue et al. (2010) propose a two-layer sensor network based on
real-time underground water analysis in Nebraska. The firstlayer provides the reliable communication for monitoring
sites.

The

second-layer

provides

the

groundwater

measurement systems. The wireless sensor nodes were based
on Crossbow IRIS mote and MIB510 gateway.
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Nasirudin et al. (2011) propose fresh water real-time
monitoring system based on wireless sensor network and
global system for mobile communications (GSM). The system
will determine the freshness of water by monitoring the water
temperature, pH, turbidity and dissolved oxygen. The wireless
sensor nodes were based on Microchip PIC16F886 and Xbee
transceiver.

Hormann et al. (2010) proposed a river monitoring application
using energy harvesting. This application used MSP430F1611
microcontroller and 820.15.4 transceiver. This application is
used to measure the water level of a river by using pressure
transducer, ultrasonic measurement and global positioning
system (GPS) coordinates.

Xiao-peng, H. and Xiao-liang, H. (2011) proposed a river flow
velocity monitoring system. This application is used to
investigate the bail swing angle. The wireless sensor nodes
were based on MSP430F1612 microcontroller, CC2420 IEEE
(Institute of electrical and electronics engineers) 802.15.4
transmitter and the MMA72609 accelerator.

Jin et al. (2010) proposed a water monitoring application that
measures temperature, dissolved oxygen, pH (potential
hydrogen) and salinity.
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The sensor nodes were based on

Toroidal Conductivity Datastick (RS-485), Texas Instruments
CC2430 System-on Chip (SoC), MAX3485 converter and RS232.

O’Connor et al. (2011) proposed a river and coaster marine
monitoring application equipped with visual sensors, i.e.
cameras and satellite imaging systems to improve the detection
and tracking capabilities of the application. The sensor nodes
were based on Programmable SoC, WQ101 Submersible
Temperature Meter, WQ201 Water pH Meter, WQ301 Water
Conductivity Meter, WQ401 Dissolved Oxygen Sensor,
WQ701 Water Turbidity Meter, WL400 Water Level Meter,
and AXI PTZ camera.

Lee et al. (2010) proposed a multifunctional wireless sensor
for debris flow monitoring. This application is used to estimate
the speed and tendency of the river stream. The sensor nodes
were based on MSP430, a ZigBee transceiver (CC2420),
ADXC330 and ADCS78.

Perez et al. (2011) proposed a marine monitoring application
that measures current velocity, depth, salinity, temperature,
turbidity, DO (dissolved oxygen), chlorophyll and nitrates
probes. The sensor nodes were based on Multi-Environmental
Wireless Node Main board (MEWIN).
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Herlien et al. (2010) proposed an ocean observatory sensor
network application that studying the effect of pH changes
when CO2 (carbon dioxide) is injected in seawater. It measures
pH, salinity, temperature, and velocity.

2)

Water monitoring applications
Sanchez-Azofeifa et al. (2011) proposed two different sensor
network based on tropical forest monitoring. The first
deployment of the application monitors the leaf temperature of
a tree and the second deployment monitors the fraction of
Photosynthetic Active Radiation (PAR) absorbed by a plant
canopy.

The sensor

nodes were based on Olsonet

communications motes, Apoge PAR SQ-110 and SP-110 solar
radiation sensors.

3)

Agriculture monitoring applications
Chebbi et al. (2011) proposed a sensor network for precision
agriculture (PA) in order to limit the water consumption. This
application

measures

the

water

soil

moisture,

air

temperature/humidity, solar radiation, precipitation, wind
speed and direction. The sensor nodes were based on
Watermark, SHT75, Davis, ADS, Microchip PIC18F2620 and
Xbee transceiver.
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Sang and Song (2010) proposed a system for vineyard
monitoring. This application measures the temperature,
humidity and pH. The sensor nodes were based on CC2430
SoC and Intel PXA270 microprocessor.

Vijayakumar and Rosario (2011) proposed an automatic
irrigation system. This application was integrated with MICAz
nodes and pH sensors in order to measure the soil humidity and
the quantity of fertilizer. The sensor nodes were based on
MICAz nodes, MDA300CA, Irrometer, MPX4115A, MIB510
and RS-232.

Wei et al. (2011) proposed monitoring water resources for
agriculture applications (irrigation). This application measures
the wind speed, atmospheric temperature, air and soil humidity
sensors, and solar radiation.

4)

Wildlife monitoring applications
Huang et al. (2010) proposed a sensor network system to study
wildlife. This application was based on Taroko (Telos node)
and GPS. It measures the light, humidity, temperature and
acceleration.

Sieber et al. (2011) proposed a Hermit beetle behaviour to
indicate the status of a forest. The sensor nodes were based on
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EZ-430 Chronos and Sensirion SHT71 to measure the
temperature and humidity.

Bagree et al. (2010) proposed a sensor network system to
monitor tiger movement. The sensor nodes were based on
passive infrared sensor (PIR), CMOS (complementary metaloxide-semiconductor) sensor, Xbee Pro transceiver and
ATMega 128 microcontroller. This application able to detect
the route of tigers and took a photograph.

5)

Disaster monitoring application
Zhuang et al. (2011) proposed a flood monitoring system
based on sensor network. Besides, it also monitors the state of
electrical distribution boxes during floods. The sensor nodes
were based on water level sensors, 8051-based microprocessor
and Xbee transceiver.

6)

Urban monitoring application
Renterghem et al. (2010) proposed a sensor network system to
monitor noise and black carbon pollution. The sensor nodes
were based on ALIC Single Board Computer (SBC) and it
measures the acoustic noise, CO2 levels and black carbon.

2.

Healthcare application
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The usage of WSN technologies in healthcare application is
increased. One example of healthcare applications is ANT. ANT is
a sensor network technology system that used to detect heart rate,
step count, running/walking speed, activity, position, personal fall
and emergency response alert, temperature and weight (Dynastream
Innovations, Inc., 2014). It can be integrated with watch, smartphone
and computer.

3.

Military applications
de Bree and Wind (2011) proposed an acoustic vector sensors to
measure the pressure and the particle velocity. The measurements
are furthermore to detect and localize transient signals from mortars,
artillery and small arms fire.

Naz et al. (2012) proposed a sensor network system for soldier
detection. This application utilized unattended acoustic and seismic
sensors to detect the specific point of individual enemy soldier.

Dulski et al. (2011) proposed a multisensory system for perimeter
protection. This application utilized the day/night camera, IR
(infrared) uncooled thermal cameras, millimetre-wave radars to
detect radiation reflected from target.

Baine et al. (2011) proposed an inertial navigation system (INS)
aided by an acoustic WSN and magnetometer. Magnetometer data
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able to provide the information of vehicle’s direction and improves
orientation estimation.

2.1.2 Hardware
According to Chien et al. (2012), a wireless sensor node consists of four
main components as shown in Figure 2.1, which are radio transceiver,
microcontroller, sensors, and power.

Figure 2.1: Main components of wireless sensor node

1.

Radio transceiver
This component enables a wireless sensor node to communicate
within its network. It will be equipped with antenna to have a wider
area coverage. Radio transceiver consumes the most power due to its
processing in modulation and demodulation.

2.

Microcontroller
This component enables a wireless sensor node to connect external
devices such as sensors and radio transceivers. Microcontroller is a
microprocessor with built-in memory, timers and hardware.
Typically, a microcontroller in wireless sensor node has a smaller
19

capabilities compared with a microcontroller in a general personal
computer (PC).

3.

Sensors
This component enables a wireless sensor node to interact with its
environment. This component has a variety type based on its
purpose, such as temperature sensor, humidity sensor, light sensor,
etc.

4.

Power source
This component enables a wireless sensor node to operate its other
components. Batteries are the most common power source for
wireless sensor node.

Hardware in wireless sensor node can be categorized into two platforms
based on their capabilities and usage. The two platforms are as the
following.

1.

Low-end platform
Low-end platform is characterized by its limited capabilities in terms
of processing, memory, and communication. The low-end platform
that commonly used recently is as the following.

1)

MICA platform
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MICA platform consists of MICA2, MICA2DOT, MICAz,
and IRIS. The nodes are shown in the Figure 2.2.

(a) MICA2 (Crossbow Technology, Inc., n.d.)

(b) MICA2DOT (Crossbow Technology, Inc., n.d.)
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(c) MICAz (Crossbow Technology, Inc., n.d.)

(d) IRIS (MEMSIC Inc., n.d.)

Figure 2.2: MICA platform
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The summary characteristics of MICA platform are shown in
Table 2.1.

Table 2.1: Summary Characteristics of MICA Platform
(Chien et al., 2012)
Platform
MICA2

MICA2DO
T

MICAz

IRIS

2)

Microcontr
oller/Proces
sor
ATMega
128L, 8bit,
128KB
program
memory,
4KB
SRAM
ATMega
128L,
8bit,
128KB
program
memory,
4KB
SRAM
ATMega
128L,
8bit,
128KB
program
memory,
4KB
SRAM
ATMega
1281, 8bit,
128KB
program
memory,
8KB
SRAM

Radio
Transceiver

Centre
Frequency

Operating
System

Chipcon
CC1000

315/433/86
8/916 MHz

TinyOS,
SOS,
Mantis

Chipcon
CC1000

315/433/86
8/916 MHz

TinyOS,
SOS,
Mantis

Chipcon
CC2420

2.4 GHz

TinyOS,
SOS,
Mantis,
Nano-PK,
RETOS,
LiteOS

Atmel
AT86RF23
0

2.4 GHz

TinyOS,
LiteOS

TelosB & Tmote Sky
TelosB & Tmote Sky nodes are shown in Figure 2.3 and 2.4
respectively.
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Figure 2.3: TelosB (Crossbow Technology, Inc., n.d.)

Figure 2.4: Tmote Sky (Moteiv Corporation., 2006)

The summary characteristics of TelosB & Tmote Sky are
shown in Table 2.2.
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Table 2.2: Summary Characteristics of TelosB & Tmote
Sky (Chien et al., 2012)
Platform
TelosB

Tmote
Sky

3)

Microcontr
oller/Proces
sor
TI
MSP430F1
611, 16bit,
48KB
program
memory,
10KB RAM
TI
MSP430F1
611, 16bit,
48KB
program
memory,
10KB RAM

Radio
Transceiver

Centre
Frequency

Operating
System

Chipcpn
CC2420

2.4 GHz

Contiki,
TinyOS,
SOS,
RETOS

Chipcpn
CC2420

2.4 GHz

Contiki,
TinyOS,
SOS,
RETOS

Eyes platform
Eyes platform consists of Eyes, EyesIFX v1, and EyesIFX v2.
EyesIFX v2 is shown in Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5: EyesIFX v2 ((Handziski, 2005)

The summary characteristics of Eyes are shown in Table 2.3.
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Table 2.3: Summary Characteristics of Eyes Platforms
(Chien et al., 2012)
Platform
Eyes

EyesIFX v1

EyesIFX v2

4)

Microcontr
oller/Proces
sor
MSP430F1
49, 16bit,
60KB
program
memory,
2KB
SRAM
MSP430F1
49, 16bit,
60KB
program
memory,
2KB
SRAM
MSP430F1
611, 16bit,
48KB
program
memory,
10KB RAM

Radio
Transceiver

Centre
Frequency

Operating
System

RFM
TR1001

868 MHz

TinyOS,
PEEROS

Infineon
TDA5250

868 MHz

TinyOS

Infineon
TDA5250

868 MHz

TinyOS

V-Link, TEHU-1121, and NI WSN-3202
V-Link, TEHU-1121, and NI WSN-3202 nodes are shown in
Figure 2.6, 2.7 and 2.8 respectively.
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Figure 2.6: V-Link (LORD Corporation, 2013)

Figure 2.7: TEHU-1121 (Sensicast Systems, Inc, 2006)
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Figure 2.8: NI WSN-3202 (National Instruments
Corporation, 2010)

The summary characteristics of V-Link, TEHU-1121 and NI
WSN-3202 are shown in Table 2.4.
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Table 2.4: Summary Characteristics of V-Link, TEHU1121 and NI WSN-3202 (Chien et al., 2012)
Platform
V-Link

2.

Microcontr
oller/Proces
sor
Not
specified

TEHU1121

Not
specified

NI WSN3202

Not
specified

Radio
Transceiver
IEEE
802.15.4
compliant
RF
transceiver
IEEE
802.15.4
compliant
RF
transceiver
IEEE
802.15.4
compliant
RF
transceiver

Centre
Frequency

Operating
System

2.4 GHz

Not
specified

2.4 GHz

Not
specified

2.4 GHz

Not
specified

High-end platform
High-end platform is characterized by its high capabilities in terms
of processing, memory, communication, and network management.
The high-end platform that commonly used recently is as the
following.

1)

Stargate platform
Stargate platform consists of Stargate and Stargate NetBridge.
The nodes are shown in the Figure 2.9 and 2.10 respectively.
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Figure 2.9: Stargate (Crossbow Technology, Inc., n.d.)

Figure 2.10: Stargate NetBridge (Crossbow Technology,
Inc., 2007)
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The summary characteristics of Stargate platform are shown in
Table 2.5.

Table 2.5: Summary Characteristics of Stargate Platform
(Chien et al., 2012)
Platform

2)

Processor

Memory

Stargate

Intel
PXA255
Processor,
400 MHz

64MB
SDRAM,
32MB
Flash

Netbridge
NB-100

Intel
IXP420
Xscale
Processor,
266 MHz

32MB
RAM, 8MB
Flash, 2GB
USB Flash
Disk

Mote/Board
Connectors

Operating
System

PCMCIA
and
compact
flash
connector,
51-pin
expansion
Connector
for MICA2
Motes;
Ethernet,
RS232
Serial,
JTAG, USB
Connector
via 51-pin
Daughter
Card
Interface
MICA2,
MICAz,
IRIS, Telos
Connector
Ethernet,
USB
connector

Embedded
Linux

Debian
Linux

Imote platform
Imote platform consists of Imote and Imote2. The nodes are
shown in the Figure 2.11.
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(a) Imote (Nachman, n.d.)

(b) Imote2 (Nachman, n.d.)

Figure 2.11: Imote platform

The summary characteristics of Imote platform are shown in
Table 2.6.
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Table 2.6: Summary Characteristics of Imote Platform
(Chien et al., 2012)
Platform

Processor

Memory

Imote

ARM7
processor,
12MHz

64KB
SRAM,
512KB
Flash

Imote2

Marvell
PXA271
Xscale
Processor,
13
416MHz

256KB
SRAM,
32MB
SDRAM,
32MB
Flash
Memory

Mote/Board
Connectors
I2C,
UART,
USB,
JTAG
connector
Integrated
802.15.4
radio,
support for
external
radio
through
SDIO, and
UART;
USB client
and host,
2xSPI,
3xUART,
Camera,
I2C, I2S,
GPIO,
AC97
connector

Operating
System
TinyOS

TinyOS,
Linux, SOS

2.1.3 Software
According to Faaroq and Kunz (2011), the major characteristics of WSN
Operating System (OS) are as the following.

1.

Architecture
The architecture of an Operating System influences the size of the
OS kernel. Some of the famous OS architectures are monolithic
architecture, microkernel architecture, virtual machine architecture
and layered OS architecture. OS architecture descriptions are shown
in Table 2.7.
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Table 2.7: OS Architectures
Architecture
Monolithic

Microkernel

Virtual machine

Layered OS

2.

Description
 Does not have
any structure
 Services
provided are
applied
independently
 Every services
deliver an
interface for
other services
 Permits
bundling of all
the essential
service
together into a
lone method
image
 Smaller OS
memory
footprint
 Providing
minimum
functionality
 Kernel size is
significantly
condensed
 OS
functionality is
delivered
through userlevel servers. If
a server flops,
entire system
does not crash
 Transfer
simulated
mechanisms to
employer
programs,
which resemble
hardware
 Implement
services in the
form of layers

Advantages
 The module
interaction
costs are low

Disadvantages
 The system is
hard to
understand and
modify,
unreliable, and
difficult to
maintain

 Delivers
improved
dependability,
ease of addition
also
customization

 Bad
presentation
because of
common user
to kernel
borderline
overpasses

 Moveable

 Typically a
poor system
performance

 Manageable
 Easy to
understand
 Reliable

 Not a flexible
architecture
from an OS
design
perspective

Programming model
The programming model of an OS influences the application
development. Some of the well-known programming model are
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event-driven programming and

multithreaded programming.

Programming model descriptions are shown in Table 2.8.

Table 2.8: OS Programming Model
Programming Model
Event driven

Multithreaded

3.

Advantages

Disadvantages

 More valuable for
figuring devices
armed with rare
source
 Application expansion
model most familiar
to programmer

 Not measured suitable
for old-style
application designers.
 Its factual logic rather
source thorough.
 Not deliberate well
appropriate for source
restriction devices.

Scheduling
Scheduling of an OS influences the order in which tasks are
executed. There are two types of scheduling, which are real-time and
non-real-time. For applications with real-time necessities, real-time
scheduling algorithms must be used and for applications with nonreal-time necessities, non-real-time scheduling is sufficient.

4.

Memory management
Memory management of an OS influences the way used to assign
and de-assign memory for dissimilar processes and threads. Two
types of memory management are static memory management and
dynamic memory management. Memory management models are
described in Table 2.9.
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Table 2.9: Memory Management Model
Memory Management
Model
Static

Dynamic

5.

Advantages
 Simple
 Useful technique to
deal with scare
memory resources
 More elastic system
because memory can
be assigned and deassigned at run-time

Disadvantages
 Uncompromising
systems because runtime memory
distribution cannot
happen.
 Complex

Communication protocol support
Communication protocol support of an OS influences the interprocess communication among the system also with other devices in
the network. There are two types of communication protocol support
in WSN. The types of communication are heterogeneous sensor
nodes and network-based communication. For heterogeneous sensor
devices, the communication procedure delivered by OS must be
heterogeneity where for network-based communication; the OS
should deliver transport, network, and MAC layer protocol
executions.

6.

Resource sharing
The resource sharing of an OS influences the behaviour when several
programs are synchronously performing. Most of the OS nowadays
deliver a multithreading, which demanding a resource sharing
mechanism.

Some of well-known OS in WSN are described in Table 2.10.
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Table 2.10: OS in WSN (Faaroq and Kunz, 2011)

OS

Archite
cture

TinyOS

Monolit
hic

Contiki

Modula
r

MANTI
S

Layered

Progra
mming
model

Schedul
ing

Mainly
event
driven,
support
for TOS
thread
has
been
added
Proto
threads
and
events

FIFO

Threads

Five
signific
ance
progra
ms and
addition
al
urgenci
es in all
priority
class.

Events
are
execute
d as
they
happen.
Intrudes
perform
ed
based
on
urgency
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Memor
y
manage
ment
and
protecti
on
Static
Memor
y
Manage
ment
with
memory
safety
Dynami
c
memory
adminis
tration
and
linking.
No
procedu
re
address
space
safety.
Dynami
c
memory
manage
ment
support
ed but
use id
discour
aged,
no
memory
safety

Commu
nication
protocol
support

Resourc
e
sharing

Support
for realtime
applicat
ions

Active
Messag
e

Virtuali
zation
and
Conclus
ion
Events

No

uIP and
Rime

Serializ
ed
Access

No

At
Kernel
Level
COMM
layer.
Networ
king
Layer is
at user
level.
Applica
tion is
allowed
to use
custom
routing
protocol
s

Throug
h
Semaph
ores

To
some
degree
at
procedu
re
arrange
ment
level
(Execut
ion of
priority
scheduli
ng
among
dissimil
ar
process
es
types)

Table 2:10 continued

2.2

Progra
mming
model

OS

Archite
cture

Schedul
ing

NanoRK

Monolit
hic

Threads

Rate
Monoto
nic and
rate
harmoni
zed
arrange
ment

LiteOS

Modula
r

Threads
and
events

Priority
based
on
Round
Robin
Schedul
ing

Memor
y
manage
ment
and
protecti
on
Static
Memor
y
Manage
ment
and no
memory
safety

Dynami
c
memory
manage
ment
and it
provide
s
memory
safety
to
process
es

Commu
nication
protocol
support
Socket
like
abstract
ion for
network
ing

File
based
commu
nication

Resourc
e
sharing

Serializ
ed
access
through
mutexes
and
semaph
ores.
Deliver
an
executi
on of
Priority
Ceiling
Algorit
hm for
priority
overtur
n
Throug
h
harmoni
zation
primitiv
es

Support
for realtime
applicat
ions
Yes

No

Data Collection Method
Data collection method in WSN is the routing layer protocols about how
the data transmitted to the base station (Wang, 2012). Patil and Biradar
(2012) presented taxonomy of routing protocols for WSNs based on
various classification criteria such as data centric, hierarchical, location
based, negotiation, multipath, quality of service based and mobility based.
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The objective of the taxonomy is: (1) to provide a framework WSN in
which routing and data dissemination protocols for WSNs can be
examined and compared; and (2) to gain new insights into the routing and
data dissemination protocols and thereby suggests avenues for future
research.

2.2.1 Data Centric Routing
In data centric routing, the properties of data are based on the attribute.
One example of data centric routing is directed diffusion. The schematic
protocol of directed diffusion is shown at Figure 2.12.

(a) Interest propagation
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(b) Initial gradients setup

(c) Data delivery reinforced

Figure 2.12: Directed diffusion protocol description

The advantages of directed diffusion are the communication between
neighbour-to-neighbour and on demand with no need for node addressing
mechanism; and it is energy efficient and delay minimum. The
disadvantage is applications that require continuous data delivery to the
sink will not work efficiently with such a query-driven on demand data
model (Patil and Biradar, 2012).
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2.2.2 Hierarchical Routing
In hierarchical routing, sensor nodes are formed into clusters and higher
energy node can be selected as a cluster head to aggregate data and send it
to the sink node; and lower energy node to sense and send it to the cluster
head. One example of hierarchical routing is Threshold Sensitive Energy
Efficient Sensor Network Protocol (TEEN). The schematic protocol of
TEEN is shown at Figure 2.13.

Figure 2.13: TEEN protocol description

There are two types of threshold value in TEEN protocol, which are hard
threshold (HT) and soft threshold (ST). HT will enable a sensor to turn on
the transmitter and report the sensed data to the cluster head after beyond
the threshold, whereby ST will enable a sensor to turn on the transmitter
and report the sensed data to the cluster head to indicate small changes in
the sensed attribute. The advantage of TEEN protocol is the HT and ST
can be adjusted in order to control the number of transmissions. However,
it is not suitable for periodic data reporting applications. Moreover, the
overhead and complexity of forming clusters in multiple levels,
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implementing threshold-based function and dealing with attribute-based
naming of queries are its main drawbacks (Patil and Biradar, 2012).

2.2.3 Location Based Routing
In location based routing, the distance between two sensor-nodes needs to
be calculated to estimate the energy consumption. One example of location
based routing is Geographic Adaptive Fidelity (GAF). The state transition
diagram of GAF is shown at Figure 2.14.

Figure 2.14: State transition diagram for GAF

The advantage of GAF protocol is the minimum amount of energy
consumption due to large number of sleeping nodes. However, GAF uses
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extra hardware for finding the location of the sensor nodes (Patil and
Biradar, 2012).

2.2.4 Negotiation Based Routing
The special characteristic of this routing protocol is its metadata to avoid
redundant data transmission. One example of negotiation based routing is
Sensor Protocol for Information via Negotiation (SPIN). The schematic
protocol of SPIN is shown at Figure 2.15.

Figure 2.15: SPIN protocol description

The advantage of SPIN protocol is each node only needs to know its
neighbours. However, the data advertisement cannot guarantee data
delivery if the nodes between the source and destination are not interested
in the data. Besides, the metadata adds the cost for storage, retrieval and
management (Patil and Biradar, 2012).
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2.2.5 Multipath Based Routing
The advantage of multipath based routing is its fault tolerance. One
example of multipath based routing is disjoint path routing as described in
Figure 2.16.

(a) Low-Rate sample
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(b) Primary-Path P

(c) Alternate-Path – Negative Reinforcement
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(d) Alternate-Path P1

(e) Caveat

Figure 2.16: Disjoint path routing protocol description

Multipath routing is effective to improve the robustness in case of path
failures. Besides, it recovers the path from sink to source and provide
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necessary resilience to the network at the cost of excessive redundancy and
traffic generation (Patil and Biradar, 2012). However, it introduces some
overhead and consumes more energy.

2.2.6 QoS Based Routing
QoS based routing emerges to minimize the energy consumption in
network. One example of QoS based routing is Sequential Assignment
Routing (SAR) as described in Figure 2.17.

Figure 2.17: Sequential assignment routing protocol description

The advantage of SAR is it consumes less power than the minimum-energy
metric algorithm that does not consider the packet priority. However, it
suffers overhead in maintaining the tables and states at each node
especially when the number of nodes is huge (Patil and Biradar, 2012).
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2.2.7 Mobility Based Routing
Some application requires a node to mobile to do its task. It increases in
the complexity of energy consumption and routing protocol. One example
of mobility based routing is Joint Mobility and Routing Protocol (Patil and
Biradar, 2012). The disadvantage of mobility based routing is its shorter
lifetime because the mobility of sensor node consumes more power
compared to static sensor node.

2.3

Why Data Abstraction and Reformation Schemes?
Data Abstraction and Reformation (DAR) schemes are the proposed
schemes to solve energy consumption and accuracy of data reformation
issues. DAR schemes contain of Data Abstraction and Data Reformation
schemes. Data abstraction is a data filtration scheme whereby each sensed
data is evaluated based on certain criteria to determine whether the data
should be reported to a base station. Data reformation is data interpolation
that reconstructs the non-received data based on the received data.

There are many approaches to conserve energy consumption, such as
routing protocol, external power source, and data aggregation. Compared
to data abstraction, routing protocol approach will resulted in extra
overhead. This overhead will resulted in ineffective data transmission
because the sensor nodes need to process the extra overhead before they
process the data. With external power source approach, the sensor node
will have longer lifetime because of external source. However, this
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approach requires a larger site compare to battery-powered sensor node.
This is because the external hardware required, e.g. solar panel, dynamo,
and turbine. The last approach is data aggregation approach. This approach
does minimize the number of data transmission; however, it is suitable
only for delay-tolerant applications, such as temperature monitoring.
Whereby, with data abstraction, the number of data transmission will be
reduced and it is suitable for both delay-tolerant and non-delay-tolerant
applications, such as patient monitoring. However, in data abstraction, not
all of the sensed data will be reported. Therefore, it requires extra
processing, so called data reformation to reconstruct the whole data.

There are two types of reporting scheme in order to reduce the number of
transmission. Firstly, static interval data abstraction, which is a common
method that will subsample a set of value with fixed time interval. For
example, data abstraction that applied in the sensor node has the value of
fixed interval of n seconds. It means the sensor node will send the sensed
value every n seconds. However, the weakness of this approach is a
possibility of significant sensed value within the n second that will affect
the value of the data information. Besides, there might be no significant
data within the n second, thus the number of transmission still can be
reduced. Based on the weakness of first approach, dynamic interval data
abstraction has been implemented, where the data transmission is
determined by the sensed value instead of time interval. The data
transmission in second approach only will happened when there is a worthnoting sensed value.
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Yang et al. (2009) considered that the WSN is divided into clusters, each
with a cluster head. A cluster head is responsible for gathering data from
the sensor nodes within the cluster, and then compiling and transmitting
the data to the sink node of the WSN when necessary. With such a
scenario, the authors further proposed that the sink node and each of the
cluster heads share a similar data prediction model by the use of regression.
Every time when the cluster head receives data from sensor nodes, it will
compare it with the data generated from the prediction model. If the error
between the collected data and predicted data is smaller than the error
threshold, the cluster head will keep silent without sending anything to the
sink node; otherwise, it will send the data to the sink node for necessary
updating. Meanwhile, if the sink node does not receive any data from a
certain cluster head, it will predict the data value by using the same
prediction model. This model will only be updated if the amount of
incoming data from the cluster head is more than a pre-set value. Once the
model is updated, the sink node will send the prediction model to the
cluster head in order to synchronize the prediction model. With the
prediction model, the number of transmissions between the cluster heads
and sink node can be reduced. However, there could still be frequent
communication between the cluster heads and sensor nodes, because the
prediction model only shared between cluster heads and sink node.
Nevertheless, the sensor nodes still send the whole data to the cluster heads
to be processed, which may not be efficient in terms of saving the
transmission energy.
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Another instance of data abstraction is emSWAB (embedded Sliding
Window And Bottom-up) (Berlin and Larrhoven, 2010). The emSWAB
will abstract the data based on the slope’s sign changes between positive
and negative, or zero. If the slope’s sign changes positive and negative, or
zero, the current sensed value will be reported to the base station, else it
will wait until the slope’s sign changes. The reformation of emSWAB is
by joining the previous received value and the next receive value with
linear line. Similar to the ARR approach, where the number of data
transmission is successfully reduced, but the accuracy of the reformation
method still can be improved.

Raza et al. (2012) proposed a method where the data will not be reported
to the base station if the sensed data is between the maximum relative and
absolute errors acceptable. However, when the time tolerance of not
reporting the data reached, the data will be reported to the base station. The
prediction model at the base station is based on derivative-based prediction
by piece-wise linear line. However, this approach has a drawback where
the data may not be significant enough to be reported.

Aderohunmu et al. (2015) proposed SWIFTNET where transmission of a
sensed value will be determined by two algorithm, which are compressed
sensing (CS) and adaptive prediction algorithm. Fixed threshold (𝜌) is
presented to switch between CS and adaptive prediction algorithm
dynamically. When sensed data is below 𝜌, the sensor node will report the
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sensed data based on fixed sample interval 𝛽, which means the sensed data
will be reported every time 𝛽. When sensed data is above 𝜌, the sensor
node will report the data based on error bound ∈𝑚𝑎𝑥 if the difference
between the sensed data and predicted data is larger than ∈𝑚𝑎𝑥 . When
sensed data fulfil the criteria of above 𝜌 and larger than ∈𝑚𝑎𝑥 , the sensed
data will be reported to the base station. In the prediction model, the author
considers naï
ve prediction (non-reported data equals to last reported data),
fixed Weighted Moving Average, which is
𝑛−1

𝑃̂𝑡+1

1
= 𝑃𝑡 + × ∑ (𝑃𝑡−𝑖+1 − 𝑃𝑡−𝑖 ) × 𝜔𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1

where 𝑃𝑡 is the last reported data, 𝑛 is the set moving window at 𝑃𝑡 and 𝜔𝑖
is fixed weight where the sum of the weights should be approximately one.
SWIFTNET also considers Least-Mean-Square, and ARIMA model
(Aderohunmu et al., 2013) as its prediction model in the sink node.
SWIFTNET successfully reduces the number of data transmission.
However, the vast number of prediction models will create a problem for
the user to determine the best prediction model.

Goh et al. (2011: 69) proposed Abstract Reporting and Reformation (ARR)
scheme where the transmission of a sensed value will be determined by a
threshold, which is
𝑡ℎ𝑛 = 𝑎 + (𝑛 − 1)𝑠
where 𝑎 is a value assigned based on degree of sensor sensitivity, 𝑠 is the
sensor sensitivity value achieved from its datasheet and 𝑛 is a variable
incremented by 1 after each threshold comparison. The value of 𝑛 will be
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reset to 0 where if it reaches the maximum value of 10 and the sensed value
will be sent or a sensed value is reported before 𝑛 reaches the maximum
value. Let 𝑥0 be the previous reported sensed value and 𝑥𝑖 be the current
sensed value, if the difference of 𝑥0 and 𝑥𝑖 exceeds the threshold value, the
current sensed value will be transmitted. In other words, if |𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥0 | ≥
𝑡ℎ𝑛 , the sensor node will send the value of 𝑥𝑖 . The scheme to be applied to
determine whether to report a value:
increase 𝑖 by 1
𝑛 ← min (𝑖, 𝑛𝑚𝑎𝑥 )
𝑡ℎ𝑛 ← 𝑎 + (𝑛 − 1)𝑠
if (|𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥0 |) ≥ 𝑡ℎ𝑛 then
report the values of 𝑖 and 𝑥𝑖
𝑥0 ← 𝑥𝑖
𝑖 reset to 0

Example of ARR scheme is shown in Table 2.11.

Table 2.11: Example of ARR Scheme
𝑖

1

2

3

𝑛

1

2

𝑡ℎ

0.1

𝑥0
𝑥

…

30

1

2

3

1

2

3

10

1

2

3

1

2

0.2

0.3

1.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.1

0.2

22.3

22.3

22.3

22.3

23.5

23.5

23.5

23.1

23.1

22.3

22.3

22.2

23.5

23.5

23.1

23.1

23.1

23.0

0

0

0.1

1.2

0

0.4

0.4

0

0.1

− 𝑥0 |
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N

N

Y

N

Y

Y

N

N
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…

When the abstracted data reached the base station, the non-received value
will be reformed with the previous received data. Let 𝑥0 be the last received
value and 𝑥̂𝑗 be the non-received value that will be reformed, thus
𝑥̂𝑗 = 𝑥0
The abstraction method that was introduced in ARR successfully reduce
the number of data transmission. However, the accuracy of the reformation
method is not well considered.

2.4

Summary
The usage of WSN is commonly nowadays. It can be used at industry,
school or university and even at home. However, the lifetime of sensor
node depends on the application’s operation and mostly it is consumed by
its communication or data transmission. Therefore, the conservation of
energy consumption in wireless sensor node is important to prolong the
lifetime of the network. The motivation of choosing data abstraction
approach was explained earlier in Section 2.3.
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CHAPTER 3
DATA ABSTRACTION AND REFORMATION SCHEMES
Based on Abstract Reporting and Reformation (ARR) scheme, a new scheme
called Data Abstraction and Reformation (DAR) schemes will be proposed to
solve the energy consumption and the accuracy of data reformation issues. DAR
schemes consist of data abstraction and data reformation. Data abstraction in
sensor node is a data filtration scheme whereby each sensed data is evaluated
based on certain criteria to determine whether the data should be reported to a
base station. Data reformation in base station or server is data interpolation that
reconstructs the non-received data based on the received data. The details of
DAR schemes will be explained in the following.

3.1

Data Abstraction
Data abstraction, as shown in the Figure 3.1, is a data filtration scheme
whereby each sensed data is evaluated based on certain criteria to
determine whether the data should be reported to a base station.

Figure 3.1: Illustration of data abstraction

For example, with refer to Figure 3.2, data are sensed in time 1, 2, 3, …,
10. However, data are only reported at time 1, 4, and 9. Let 𝑖 denote a
sequence number of the 𝑖 𝑡ℎ sensed data, 𝑗 denote a sequence number of the
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𝑗𝑡ℎ reported data, and 𝑡𝑗 denote the timestamp of the 𝑗𝑡ℎ reported data.
Thus, the reported data are to be at 𝑡1 = 1, 𝑡2 = 4, and 𝑡3 = 9.

Figure 3.2: Example of data abstraction

Data abstraction can be defined to have different orders. In this study, we
focus only on zeroth-, first-, and second-order data abstraction.

In the zeroth-order data abstraction, the sensed data is compared with a
pre-fixed threshold value, denotes as 𝑡ℎ𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 . Let 𝑎𝑖 denote the sensed data
at time 𝑖, where 𝑖 ≥ 1. In this scheme, 𝑎𝑖 is reported to the base station if
the data of 𝑎𝑖 is larger than or equal to 𝑡ℎ𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 . That is
𝑎𝑖 ≥ 𝑡ℎ𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒
Note that when 𝑖 = 1, a1 has to be sent to the base station as the first
reference data of the completion of the scheme for reformation, which will
be discussed in the section 3.2. If the total number of data is predetermined (𝑛), 𝑎𝑛 need to be sent to the base station as the last reference
data of the completion of the scheme for reformation. For instance, a set
of data are shown in Table 3.1 with 𝑡ℎ𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 = 22.2.
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Table 3.1: Example of Zeroth-Order Data Abstraction
𝑎𝑖
𝑎1
𝑎2
𝑎3
𝑎4
𝑎5
𝑎6
𝑎7
𝑎8
𝑎9
𝑎10

22.313
22.313
22.313
22.250
22.250
22.250
22.250
22.188
22.188
22.188

Report
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
yes

Let 𝑏𝑗 denote the reported sensed data. Therefore, from Table 3.1, the
reported data will be denoted as 𝑏1 = 𝑎1 = 22.313, 𝑏2 = 𝑎2 = 22.313,
𝑏3 = 𝑎3 = 22.313, 𝑏4 = 𝑎4 = 22.250, 𝑏5 = 𝑎5 = 22.250, 𝑏6 = 𝑎6 =
22.250, 𝑏7 = 𝑎7 = 22.250,and 𝑏8 = 𝑎10 = 22.188. Typically, there is
only one value to be reported in one time of data transmission.

In the first-order data abstraction, the changing of the sensed data is
monitored and compared with the pre-fixed threshold of rate, denotes as
𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 . Let 𝑎𝑡𝑗 denote the last reported data at time 𝑡𝑗 , where 𝑗 ≥ 1. In this
scheme, for any 𝑖 > 𝑡𝑗 , 𝑎𝑖 , and 𝑎𝑖−1 are reported to the base station if the
difference of 𝑎𝑖 and 𝑎𝑡𝑗 , denotes as ∆𝑎𝑖 , is larger than or equal to 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 .
That is
∆𝑎𝑖 = |𝑎𝑖 − 𝑎𝑡𝑗 | ≥ 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒
Note that when 𝑖 = 1, 𝑎1 has to be sent to the base station as the first
reference data of the completion of the scheme for reformation. Moreover,
if at time 𝑖 > 𝑡𝑗 , data (i.e., 𝑎𝑖 and 𝑎𝑖−1 ) are reported, we will then set
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𝑡𝑗+1 = 𝑖, and this timestamp will become the last reporting time for the
subsequent evaluation of the data. Again, if the total number of data is predetermined (𝑛), 𝑎𝑛 need to be sent to the base station as the last reference
data of the completion of the scheme for reformation. For instance, a set
of data are shown in Table 3.2 with 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 = 0.1.

Table 3.2: Example of First-Order Data Abstraction

𝑎1
𝑎2
𝑎3
𝑎4
𝑎5
𝑎6
𝑎7
𝑎8
𝑎9
𝑎10

𝑎𝑖
22.313
22.313
22.313
22.250
22.250
22.250
22.250
22.188
22.188
22.188

𝑎𝑡𝑗
22.313
22.313
22.313
22.313
22.313
22.313
22.313
22.188
22.188

Report

|∆𝑎𝑖 |
0
0
0.063
0.063
0.063
0.063
0.125
0
0

Yes
No
No
no
no
no
yes
no
yes

Let 𝑏𝑗 denote the reported sensed data. Therefore, from Table 3.2, the
reported data will be denoted as 𝑏1 = 𝑎1 = 22.313; 𝑏2 contains of 𝑎7 and
𝑎8 = 22.250 and 22.188; and 𝑏3 contains of 𝑎10 = 22.188. Typically,
there are two data to be reported in one time of data transmission.

In the second-order data abstraction, the acceleration of the data is
monitored and compared with the pre-fixed threshold of acceleration,
denotes as 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑙 . In this scheme, for any 𝑖 > 𝑡𝑗 , 𝑎𝑖 , 𝑎𝑖−1 , and 𝑎𝑖−2 are
reported to the base station if the second-order difference of the data of 𝑎𝑖 ,
𝑎𝑖−1 , and 𝑎𝑡𝑗 , denotes as ∆2 𝑎𝑖 is larger than or equal to 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑙 . That is
∆2 𝑎𝑖 = |𝑎𝑖 − 2𝑎𝑖−1 + 𝑎𝑡𝑗 | ≥ 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑙
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Note that when 𝑖 = 1 and 2, 𝑎1 and 𝑎2 have to be sent to the base station
as the first two reference data of the completion of the scheme for
reformation. Moreover, if at time 𝑖 > 𝑡𝑗 , data (i.e., 𝑎𝑖 , 𝑎𝑖−1 and 𝑎𝑖−2 ) are
reported, we will then set 𝑡𝑗+1 = 𝑖, and this timestamp will become the last
reporting time for the subsequent evaluation of the data. Again, if the total
number of data is pre-determined (𝑛), 𝑎𝑛 need to be sent to the base station
as the last reference data of the completion of the scheme for reformation.
For instance, a set of data are shown in Table 3.3 with 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑙 = 1.

Table 3.3: Example of Second-Order Data Abstraction

𝑎1
𝑎2
𝑎3
𝑎4
𝑎5
𝑎6
𝑎7
𝑎8
𝑎9
𝑎10

𝑎𝑖
22.313
22.313
22.313
22.250
22.250
22.250
22.250
22.188
22.188
22.188

𝑎𝑡𝑗

𝑎𝑖−1
22.313
22.313
22.313
22.250
22.250
22.250
22.250
22.188
22.188

22.313
22.313
22.313
22.313
22.313
22.313
22.313
22.188

|∆2 𝑎𝑖 |
0
0.063
0.063
0.063
0.063
0.001
0.125
0

report
yes
yes
no
no
no
no
yes
yes

Let 𝑏𝑗 denote the reported sensed data. Therefore, from Table 3.3, the
reported data will be denoted as 𝑏1 = 𝑎1 = 22.313, 𝑏2 = 𝑎2 = 22.313,
𝑏3 contains of 𝑎7 , 𝑎8 , and 𝑎9 = 22.250, 22.188, and 22.188; and 𝑏4 =
𝑎10 = 22.188. Typically, there are three data to be reported in one time
of data transmission.

3.2

Data Reformation
Data reformation, as shown in Figure 3.3, is in fact data interpolation that
reconstructs the non-received data based on the received data. Similar to
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the data abstraction, data reformation scheme may have different orders,
but in this paper focus only on zeroth-, first-, and second-order data
reformation.

Figure 3.3: Illustration of data reformation

For 𝑗 ≥ 1and 𝑡𝑗 ≤ 𝑖 < 𝑡𝑗+1 , let 𝑎̂𝑖 represent the reconstructed data of 𝑎𝑖
at the base station after 𝑎𝑡𝑗+1 have been received. Note that we have
𝑎̂𝑡𝑗 = 𝑎𝑡𝑗 and 𝑎̂𝑡𝑗+1 = 𝑎𝑡𝑗+1
However, for any 𝑖 ∉ {𝑡𝑗 | 𝑗 ≥ 1}, 𝑎̂𝑖 are not defined, and thus they need
to be reformed. In the zeroth-order data reformation attempts to recover
the non-received data by piece-wise constant data; the first-order the piecewise linear lines; where the second-order the piece-wise parabolic curves.
These schemes are shown in Table 3.4.
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Table 3.4: Data Reformation Schemes
Order of Data Reformation

Scheme
𝑎
̂ 𝑖 = 𝑎𝑡𝑗 , for 𝑡𝑗 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑡𝑗+1

Zeroth

𝑎
̂𝑖 =

First

(𝑖− 𝑡𝑗+1 )
(𝑡𝑗 − 𝑡𝑗+1 )

𝑎𝑡𝑗 +

(𝑖− 𝑡𝑗 )
(𝑡𝑗+1 − 𝑡𝑗 )

𝑎𝑡𝑗+1 ,

for

𝑡𝑗 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑡𝑗+1
𝑎
̂𝑖 =

(𝑖− 𝑡𝑗 )(𝑖− 𝑡𝑗+1 )

(𝑡𝑗−1 −𝑡𝑗 )(𝑡𝑗−1 −𝑡𝑗+1 )
(𝑖− 𝑡𝑗−1 )(𝑖− 𝑡𝑗+1 )

𝑎
(𝑡𝑗 −𝑡𝑗−1 )(𝑡𝑗 −𝑡𝑗+1 ) 𝑡𝑗
(𝑖− 𝑡𝑗−1 )(𝑖− 𝑡𝑗 )

Second

(𝑡𝑗+1 −𝑡𝑗−1 )(𝑡𝑗+1 −𝑡𝑗 )

𝑎𝑡𝑗−1 +

+

𝑎𝑡𝑗+1 ,

for

𝑡𝑗 ≤ 𝑖 ≤

𝑡𝑗+1

For instance, the reported data in Table 3.3 are reformed with zeroth-,
first-, and second-order data reformation. The results of the reformed data
are shown respectively in Table 3.5 - 3.7.

Table 3.5: Example of Zeroth-order Data Reformation
𝑎𝑡 𝑗
𝑎𝑡 1
𝑎𝑡 2
𝑎𝑡 3
𝑎𝑡 4
𝑎𝑡 5
𝑎𝑡 6
𝑎𝑡 7
𝑎𝑡 8
𝑎𝑡 9
𝑎𝑡 10

22.313
22.313
-

𝑎
̂𝑖
22.313
22.313
22.313
22.313
22.313
22.313
22.250
22.188
22.188
22.188

-

22.250
22.188
22.188
22.188
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Table 3.6: Example of First-Order Data Reformation
𝑎𝑡 𝑗
𝑎𝑡 1
𝑎𝑡 2
𝑎𝑡 3
𝑎𝑡 4
𝑎𝑡 5
𝑎𝑡 6
𝑎𝑡 7
𝑎𝑡 8
𝑎𝑡 9
𝑎𝑡 10

22.313
22.313
-

𝑎
̂𝑖
22.313
22.313
22.300
22.288
22.275
22.263
22.250
22.188
22.188
22.188

-

22.250
22.188
22.188
22.188

Table 3.7: Example of Second-Order Data Reformation
𝑎𝑡 𝑗
𝑎𝑡 1
𝑎𝑡 2
𝑎𝑡 3
𝑎𝑡 4
𝑎𝑡 5
𝑎𝑡 6
𝑎𝑡 7
𝑎𝑡 8
𝑎𝑡 9
𝑎𝑡 10

3.3

22.313
22.313
-

𝑎
̂𝑖
22.313
22.313
22.309
22.300
22.288
22.271
22.250
22.188
22.188
22.188

-

22.250
22.188
22.188
22.188

Concluding Remarks
In conclusion, by implementing DAR schemes, the data abstraction will
reduce the number of packet transmissions or the number of data
transmitted of a wireless sensor node. Because not all of the data is
transmitted, the information’s accuracy of the collected data in sink node
or base station will be affected. As part of DAR schemes, data reformation
will reconstruct the non-received data to ensure that the accuracy of the
information does not greatly affected by the data abstraction.
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CHAPTER 4
EXPERIMENT DESIGN & SETTINGS
In most WSN applications, sensors sense data regularly and these sensed data
are supposed to be sent to the base station for processing and analysis. If the
whole set of data is sent, the accuracy of the information will be excellent, but it
will consume a lot of energy. In order to conserve the energy, it is necessary to
reduce the number of transmissions by using the data abstraction schemes as
proposed in Chapter 3. On the other hand, once the selected data have been
received by the base station, the whole set of data can then be accurately
reformed by using the data reformation scheme proposed in Chapter 3. In this
Chapter, experiment design and setting that verifies our proposed DAR schemes
will be discussed.

Experiment design and settings in this study are applied into two major
categories, which are application/attribute with low sampling rate and
application/attribute with abrupt sampling rate. Application/attribute with low
sampling rate in this study is defined as an application that sample at < 10 Hz,
for example temperature monitoring, pH monitoring, and etc.; where
application/attribute with abrupt sampling rate is defined as an application that
sample within 10 Hz – 1 kHz (Cosar, 2009), for example vibration monitoring,
acceleration monitoring and etc.

4.1

Application/Attribute with Low Sampling Rate
An experiment to capture the temperature as in Goh et al. (2011) had been
done as the application/attribute with low sampling rate. A sensor node
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with temperature sensor was configured to sample at 4 Hz until it reached
600 samples of value. There were three sensor data patterns designated as
burst, incremental and decremental, and random data. The results of the
experiment are shown in the followings.

4.1.1 Burst Temperature Data
The sensor was tested with a setting to achieve burst temperature data
where a temperature increased in a short time. The result of the experiment
is shown in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Burst temperature data

4.1.2 Incremental and Decremental Temperature Data
The sensor was tested with a setting to achieve incremental and
decremental temperature data where a temperature increased in a short
time. The result of the experiment is shown in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: Incremental and decremental temperature data

4.1.3 Random Temperature Data
The sensor was tested with a setting to achieve random temperature data
of an object. The result of the experiment is shown in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Random temperature data

4.2

Application/Attribute with Abrupt Sampling Rate
A sensor node with accelerometer sensor was configured to sample at 16
Hz until it reaches 3000 samples of value. The accelerometer used to
capture the movement of an object (Arima et al., 2012). In this research,
the accelerometer that was used is KXSD9 3-axis Accelerometer (Kionix,
Inc., 2013). The object was a human that did four movements, which are
sitting, standing, walking, and running movements. The sensor was placed
in the middle of the body as shown in Figure 4.4. The results of the
experiment are shown in the followings.
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KXSD9 3-axis Accelerometer

Figure 4.4: Placement of the KXSD9 3-axis Accelerometer sensor

4.2.1 Sitting Accelerometer Data
The sensor node was tested under different sitting movements designated
as shown in Table 4.1 and Figure 4.5.

Table 4.1: Packet ID in Sitting Movements
Packet ID

Movement
Normal sitting position
Sit turning left 90o
Back to normal sitting position
Sit turning right 90o
Back to normal sitting position
Sit laying back
Back to normal sitting position
Sit laying front
Back to normal sitting position
Standing up
Back to normal sitting position

1 - 225
226 - 450
451 - 675
676 - 900
901 - 1125
1126 - 1350
1351 - 1575
1576 - 1800
1801 - 2025
2026 - 2250
2251 - 3000
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(a) Normal sitting
position

(b) Sit turning left
90o

(c) Back to
normal sitting
position

(d) Sit turning
right 90o

(e) Back to
normal sitting
position

(f) Sit laying back

(g) Back to
normal sitting
position

(h) Sit laying
front

(i) Back to normal
sitting position

(j) Standing up

Figure 4.5: Sitting movements

Results of the experiment are shown in Figure 4.6.
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(k) Back to normal
sitting position

(a) x-axis

(b) y-axis
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(c) z-axis

Figure 4.6: Sitting accelerometer data

4.2.2 Standing Accelerometer Data
The sensor node was tested under different standing movements
designated as shown in Table 4.2 and Figure 4.7.

Table 4.2: Packet ID in Standing Movements
Packet ID

Movements
Standing still
Stand turning left 90o
Back to standing still
Stand turning right 90o
Back to standing still
Sitting down
Back to standing still

1-225
226 - 450
451-675
676-900
901-1125
1126-1350
1351-3000
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(a) Standing still

(b) Stand turning left 90o

(c) Back to standing still

(d) Stand turning right
90o

(e) Back to standing still

(f) Sitting down

(g) Back to standing still

Figure 4.7: Standing movements

The results of the experiment are shown in Figure 4.8.
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(a) x-axis

(b) y-axis
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(c) z-axis
Figure 4.8: Standing accelerometer data

4.2.3 Walking Accelerometer Data
The sensor node was tested under different walking movements designated
as shown in Table 4.3 and Figure 4.9.

Table 4.3: Packet ID in Walking Movements
Packet ID

Movements
Walking straight
Turning left 90o, walking straight
Turning left 90o, walking straight
Turning left 90o, walking straight
Turning right 180o, walking straight
Turning right 90o, walking straight
Turning right 90o, walking straight
Turning right 90o, walking straight
Turning left 180o, walking straight
Turning left 90o, walking straight
Turning left 90o, walking straight
Turning left 90o, walking straight
Turning right 180o, walking straight

1 - 150
151 - 450
451 - 600
601 - 900
901 - 1200
1201 - 1350
1351 - 1650
1651 - 1800
1801 - 1950
1951 - 2250
2251 - 2400
2401 - 2700
2701 - 3000
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(a) Walking movements in Packet ID 1-900

(b) Walking movements in Packet ID 901-1800

(c) Walking movements in Packet ID 1801-2700
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(d) Walking movements in Packet ID 2701-3000

Figure 4.9: Walking movements

The results of the experiment are shown in Figure 4.10.

(a) x-axis
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(b) y-axis

(c) z-axis

Figure 4.10: Walking accelerometer data

4.2.4 Running Accelerometer Data
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The sensor node was tested under different running movements designated
as shown in Table 4.4 and Figure 4.11.

Table 4.4: Packet ID in Running Movements
Packet ID

Activity
Running straight
Turning left 90o, running straight
Turning left 90o, running straight
Turning left 90o, running straight
Turning right 180o, running straight
Turning right 90o, running straight
Turning right 90o, running straight
Turning right 90o, running straight
Turning left 180o, running straight
Turning left 90o, running straight
Turning left 90o, running straight
Turning left 90o, running straight
Turning right 180o, running straight
Turning right 90o, running straight
Turning right 90o, running straight
Turning right 90o, running straight
Turning left 180o, running straight
Turning left 90o, running straight
Turning left 90o, running straight
Turning left 90o, running straight
Turning right 180o, running straight
Turning right 90o, running straight
Turning right 90o, running straight
Turning right 90o, running straight
Turning left 180o, running straight
Turning left 90o, running straight
Turning left 90o, running straight

Turning left 90 degree, running straight

Running straight

Turning left 90 degree,
running straight

1 - 75
76 - 225
226 - 300
301 - 450
451 - 600
601 - 675
676 - 825
826 - 900
901 - 975
976 - 1125
1126 - 1200
1201 - 1350
1351 - 1500
1501 - 1575
1576 - 1725
1726 - 1800
1801 - 1875
1876 - 2025
2026 - 2100
2101 - 2250
2251 - 2400
2401 - 2475
2476 - 2625
2626 - 2700
2701 - 2775
2776 - 2925
2926 - 3000

Turning left 90 degree, running straight

(a) Running movements in Packet ID 1-450
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Turning right 180 degree, running straight

Turning right 90 degree,
running straight

Turning right 90 degree,
running straight

Turning right 90 degree, running straight

Turning left 90 degree, running straight

Turning left 90 degree, running straight

Turning left 180 degree,
running straight

Turning left 90 degree,
running straight

(b) Running movements in Packet ID 451-900

Turning right 90 degree,
running straight

Turning right 90 degree, running straight

Turning right 180 degree, running straight

(d) Running movements in Packet ID 1351-1800
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Turning right 90 degree,
running straight

(c) Running movements in Packet ID 901-1350

Turning left 90 degree, running straight

Turning left 180 degree,
running straight

Turning left 90 degree,
running straight

Turning left 90 degree, running straight

Turning right 90 degree,
running straight

Turning right 90 degree, running straight

Turning right 180 degree, running straight

Turning right 90 degree,
running straight

(e) Running movements in Packet ID 1801-2250

Turning left 90 degree, running straight

Turning left 180 degree,
running straight

Turning left 90 degree,
running straight

(f) Running movements in Packet ID 2251-2700

(g) Running movements in Packet ID 2701-3000

Figure 4.11: Running movements

The results of the experiment are shown in Figure 4.12.
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(a) x-axis

(b) y-axis
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(c) z-axis

Figure 4.12: Running accelerometer data

4.3

Concluding Remarks
In conclusion, experiments had been done to collect the necessary data.
Two experiments on each categories of application, which are
application/attribute with low sampling rate and application/attribute with
abrupt sampling rate had been done. Generally, each of the sensed data will
be reported to the base station and the information’s accuracy of the
collected data is very reliable (100%). Therefore, Data Abstraction and
Reformation (DAR) schemes are proposed to reduce the number of
communications without greatly affecting the information’s accuracy.
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CHAPTER 5
EXPERIMENT RESULTS
Four parameters are introduced to quantify the performance of the proposed
scheme. They are the number of packet transmission, number of data transmitted,
root mean square error (𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸) (Reyes et al., 2010), and mean absolute
percentage error (𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸) (Stellwagen. E., 2010).

Number of packet transmission is the total number of packet transmission from
a sensor node to a base station whereby number of data transmitted is percentage
number of data transmitted over the total number of data sensed from a sensor
node to a base station. It is not necessary that the number of packet transmission
equals to the number of data transmitted.

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 is used to measure the difference between the sensed value and the
reformed value. The best performance in 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 is when the 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 equals to 0.
∑(𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦̂𝑖 )2
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = √
𝑛
where 𝑦𝑖 is the sensed value, 𝑦̂𝑖 is the reformed value and 𝑛 is the total number
of data sampling.

𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸 is used to measure the unsigned percentage of error between the sensed
value and the reformed value. The best performance in 𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸 is when the
𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸 equals to 0%.
∑𝑛𝑖=1
𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸 =

|𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦̂𝑖 |
|𝑦𝑖 |
× 100%
𝑛
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where 𝑦𝑖 is the sensed value, 𝑦̂𝑖 is the reformed value and 𝑛 is the total number
of data sampling.

The performance of the data abstraction will be quantified by the number of
packet transmissions and number of data transmitted; and the performance of
data reformation will be quantified by the value of 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 and 𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸.

5.1

Application/Attribute with Low Sampling Rate
In temperature-sensed values, there is only a temperature value. Therefore,
in order to determine the transmission of values, the temperature value will
be directly compared with a threshold value. In the following section, the
performance of DAR schemes in temperature sensor in different patterns
of data will be discussed.

5.1.1 Burst Temperature Data
In this experiment, the number of the packets of data is 600. The results of
implementation of the DAR schemes in the terms of data abstraction
(number of packet transmissions and number of data transmitted) and data
reformation (𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 and 𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸) are as follows.

1.

Number of Packet Transmissions
Number of packet transmissions of burst temperature data in
different orders of data abstraction are shown in Figure 5.1.
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(a) Number of packet transmissions of burst temperature data in zerothorder data abstraction

(b) Number of packet transmissions of burst temperature data in first-order
data abstraction
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(c) Number of packet transmissions of burst temperature data in secondorder data abstraction

Figure 5.1: Number of packet transmissions of burst
temperature data

From the Figure 5.1, it is shown that the increment of threshold
value, threshold of rate and threshold of acceleration will always
reduce the number of packet transmissions.

2.

Number of Data Transmitted
Number of data transmitted of burst temperature data in different
orders of data abstraction are shown in Figure 5.2.
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(a) Number of data transmitted of burst temperature data in zeroth-order
data abstraction

(b) Number of data transmitted of burst temperature data in first-order
data abstraction
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(c) Number of data transmitted of burst temperature data in second-order
data abstraction

Figure 5.2: Number of data transmitted of burst temperature
data

From the Figure 5.2, it is shown that the increment of threshold value
will reduce the number of data transmitted. However, the increment
of threshold of rate and threshold of acceleration will not necessarily
reduce the number of data transmitted.

3.

Root Mean Square Error
Root mean square error of burst temperature data in different orders
of data abstraction and reformation are shown from Figure 5.3.
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(a) Root mean square error of burst temperature data in zeroth-order data
abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation

(b) Root mean square error of burst temperature data in zeroth-order data
abstraction & first-order data reformation

(c) Root mean square error of burst temperature data in zeroth-order data
abstraction & second-order data reformation
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(d) Root mean square error of burst temperature data in first-order data
abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation

(e) Root mean square error of burst temperature data in first-order data
abstraction & first-order data reformation

(f) Root mean square error of burst temperature data in first-order data
abstraction & second-order data reformation
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(g) Root mean square error of burst temperature data in second-order data
abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation

(h) Root mean square error of burst temperature data in second-order data
abstraction & first-order data reformation

(i) Root mean square error of burst temperature data in second-order data
abstraction & second-order data reformation

Figure 5.3: Root mean square error of burst temperature data
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From the Figure 5.3, it is shown that the increment of threshold
value, threshold of rate and threshold of acceleration will not
necessarily increase the root mean square error.

4.

Mean Absolute Percentage Error
Mean absolute percentage error of burst temperature data in different
orders of data abstraction are shown from Figure 5.4.

(a) Mean absolute percentage error of burst temperature data in zerothorder data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation

(b) Mean absolute percentage error of burst temperature data in zerothorder data abstraction & first-order data reformation
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(c) Mean absolute percentage error of burst temperature data in zerothorder data abstraction & second-order data reformation

(d) Mean absolute percentage error of burst temperature data in first-order
data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation

(e) Mean absolute percentage error of burst temperature data in first-order
data abstraction & first-order data reformation
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(f) Mean absolute percentage error of burst temperature data in first-order
data abstraction & second-order data reformation

(g) Mean absolute percentage error of burst temperature data in secondorder data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation

(h) Mean absolute percentage error of burst temperature data in secondorder data abstraction & first-order data reformation
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(i) Mean absolute percentage error of burst temperature data in secondorder data abstraction & second-order data reformation

Figure 5.4: Mean absolute percentage error of burst
temperature data

From the Figure 5.4, it is shown that the increment of threshold
value, threshold of rate and threshold of acceleration will not
necessarily increase the mean absolute percentage error.

5.1.2 Incremental & Decremental Temperature Data
In this experiment, the number of the packets of data is 600. The results of
implementation of the DAR schemes in the terms of data abstraction
(number of packet transmissions and number of data transmitted) and data
reformation (𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 and 𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸) are as follows.

1.

Number of Packet Transmissions
Number of packet transmissions of incremental & decremental
temperature data in different orders of data abstraction are shown in
Figure 5.5.
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(a) Number of packet transmissions of incremental & decremental
temperature data in zeroth-order data abstraction

(b) Number of packet transmissions of incremental & decremental
temperature data in first-order data abstraction
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(c) Number of packet transmissions of incremental & decremental
temperature data in second-order data abstraction

Figure 5.5: Number of packet transmissions of incremental &
decremental temperature data

From the Figure 5.5, it is shown that the increment of threshold value
will reduce the number of packet transmissions. However, the
increment of threshold of rate and threshold of acceleration will not
necessarily reduce the number of packet transmissions.

2.

Number of Data Transmitted
Number of data transmitted of incremental & decremental
temperature data in different orders of data abstraction are shown in
Figure 5.6.
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(a) Number of data transmitted of incremental & decremental temperature
data in zeroth-order data abstraction

(b) Number of data transmitted of incremental & decremental temperature
data in first-order data abstraction
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(c) Number of data transmitted of incremental & decremental temperature
data in second-order data abstraction

Figure 5.6: Number of data transmitted in incremental &
decremental temperature data

From the Figure 5.6, it is shown that the increment of threshold value
will reduce the number of data transmitted. However, the increment
of threshold of rate and threshold of acceleration will not necessarily
reduce the number of data transmitted.

3.

Root Mean Square Error
Root mean square error of incremental & decremental temperature
data in different orders of data abstraction and reformation are shown
from Figure 5.7.
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(a) Root mean square error of incremental & decremental temperature data
in zeroth-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation

(b) Root mean square error of incremental & decremental temperature data
in zeroth-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation

(c) Root mean square error of incremental & decremental temperature data
in zeroth-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
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(d) Root mean square error of incremental & decremental temperature data
in first-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation

(e) Root mean square error of incremental & decremental temperature data
in first-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation

(f) Root mean square error of incremental & decremental temperature data
in first-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
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(g) Root mean square error of incremental & decremental temperature data
in second-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation

(h) Root mean square error of incremental & decremental temperature data
in second-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
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(i) Root mean square error of incremental & decremental temperature data
in second-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation

Figure 5.7: Root mean square error of incremental &
decremental temperature data

From the Figure 5.7, it is shown that the increment of threshold value
will increase the root mean square error. However, the increment of
threshold of rate and threshold of acceleration will not necessarily
increase the root mean square error.

4.

Mean Absolute Percentage Error
Mean absolute percentage error of incremental & decremental
temperature data in different orders of data abstraction are shown
from Figure 5.8.
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(a) Mean absolute percentage error of incremental & decremental
temperature data in zeroth-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data
reformation

(b) Mean absolute percentage error of incremental & decremental
temperature data in zeroth-order data abstraction & first-order data
reformation
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(c) Mean absolute percentage error of incremental & decremental
temperature data in zeroth-order data abstraction & second-order data
reformation

(d) Mean absolute percentage error of incremental & decremental
temperature data in first-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data
reformation
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(e) Mean absolute percentage error of incremental & decremental
temperature data in first-order data abstraction & first-order data
reformation

(f) Mean absolute percentage error of incremental & decremental
temperature data in first-order data abstraction & second-order data
reformation
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(g) Mean absolute percentage error of incremental & decremental
temperature data in second-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data
reformation

(h) Mean absolute percentage error of incremental & decremental
temperature data in second-order data abstraction & first-order data
reformation
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(i) Mean absolute percentage error of incremental & decremental
temperature data in second-order data abstraction & second-order data
reformation

Figure 5.8: Mean absolute percentage error of incremental &
decremental temperature data

From the Figure 5.8, it is shown that the increment of threshold value
will increase the mean absolute percentage error. However, the
increment of threshold of rate and threshold of acceleration will not
necessarily increase the mean absolute percentage error.

5.1.3 Random Temperature Data
In this experiment, the number of the packets of data is 600. The results of
implementation of the DAR schemes in the terms of data abstraction
(number of packet transmissions and number of data transmitted) and data
reformation (𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 and 𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸) are as follows.

1.

Number of Packet Transmissions
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Number of packet transmissions of random temperature data in
different orders of data abstraction are shown in Figure 5.9.

(a) Number of packet transmissions of random temperature data in zerothorder data abstraction

(b) Number of packet transmissions of random temperature data in firstorder data abstraction
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(c) Number of packet transmissions of random temperature data in secondorder data abstraction

Figure 5.9: Number of packet transmissions of random
temperature data

From the Figure 5.9, it is shown that the increment of threshold value
will reduce the number of packet transmissions. However, the
increment of threshold of rate and threshold of acceleration will not
necessarily reduce the number of packet transmissions.

2.

Number of Data Transmitted
Number of data transmitted of random temperature data in different
orders of data abstraction are shown in Figure 5.10.
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(a) Number of data transmitted of random temperature data in zerothorder data abstraction

(b) Number of data transmitted of random temperature data in first-order
data abstraction
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(c) Number of data transmitted of random temperature data in secondorder data abstraction

Figure 5.10: Number of data transmitted of random
temperature data

From the Figure 5.10, it is shown that the increment of threshold
value will reduce the number of data transmitted. However, the
increment of threshold of rate and threshold of acceleration will not
necessarily reduce the number of data transmitted.

3.

Root Mean Square Error
Root mean square error of random temperature data in different
orders of data abstraction and reformation are shown from Figure
5.11.
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(a) Root mean square error of random temperature data in zeroth-order
data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation

(b) Root mean square error of random temperature data in zeroth-order
data abstraction & first-order data reformation

(c) Root mean square error of random temperature data in zeroth-order
data abstraction & second-order data reformation
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(d) Root mean square error of random temperature data in first-order data
abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation

(e) Root mean square error of random temperature data in first-order data
abstraction & first-order data reformation

(f) Root mean square error of random temperature data in first-order data
abstraction & second-order data reformation
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(g) Root mean square error of random temperature data in second-order
data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation

(h) Root mean square error of random temperature data in second-order
data abstraction & first-order data reformation
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(i) Root mean square error of random temperature data in second-order
data abstraction & second-order data reformation

Figure 5.11: Root mean square error of random temperature
data

From the Figure 5.11, it is shown that the increment of threshold
value, threshold of rate and threshold of acceleration will not
necessarily increase the root mean square error.

4.

Mean Absolute Percentage Error
Mean absolute percentage error of random temperature data in
different orders of data abstraction are shown from Figure 5.12.
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(a) Mean absolute percentage error of random temperature data in zerothorder data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation

(b) Mean absolute percentage error of random temperature data in zerothorder data abstraction & first-order data reformation

(c) Mean absolute percentage error of random temperature data in zerothorder data abstraction & second-order data reformation
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(d) Mean absolute percentage error of random temperature data in firstorder data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation

(e) Mean absolute percentage error of random temperature data in firstorder data abstraction & first-order data reformation

(f) Mean absolute percentage error of random temperature data in firstorder data abstraction & second-order data reformation
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(g) Mean absolute percentage error of random temperature data in secondorder data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation

(h) Mean absolute percentage error of random temperature data in secondorder data abstraction & first-order data reformation
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(i) Mean absolute percentage error of random temperature data in secondorder data abstraction & second-order data reformation

Figure 5.12: Mean absolute percentage error of random
temperature data

From the Figure 5.12, it is shown that the increment of threshold
value, threshold of rate and threshold of acceleration will not
necessarily increase the mean absolute percentage error.

5.2

Application/Attribute with Abrupt Sampling Rate
In accelerometer-sensed values, there are three values, which are x-, y-,
and z- axis. Therefore, in order to determine the transmission of values,
the magnitude of sensed movement vector, as shown in Table 5.1, will be
compared with a threshold value.
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Table 5.1: Magnitude of Sensed Movement Vector for Accelerometer
Data
Order of Data Abstraction
Zeroth

Scheme

|𝑣𝑖 | = √𝑥𝑖 2 + 𝑦𝑖 2 + 𝑧𝑖 2 ≥ 𝑡ℎ𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒

First

2

2

(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑡𝑗 ) + (𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑡 ) +
𝑗
|∆𝑣𝑖 | = √
2
(𝑧𝑖 − 𝑧𝑡𝑗 )
≥ 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒

Second

2

(𝑥𝑖 − 2𝑥𝑖−1 + 𝑥𝑡𝑗 ) +
2

|∆2 𝑣𝑖 | = (𝑦𝑖 − 2𝑦𝑖−1 + 𝑦𝑡 ) +
𝑗

2

(𝑧 − 2𝑧𝑖−1 + 𝑧𝑡𝑗 ) +
√ 𝑖
≥ 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑙
|𝑣𝑖 |= zeroth-order magnitude of sensed movement vector
|∆𝑣𝑖 | = first-order magnitude of sensed movement vector
|∆2𝑣𝑖 | = second-order magnitude of sensed movement vector
𝑥𝑖 = current sensed x-axis accelerometer data
𝑦𝑖 = current sensed y-axis accelerometer data
𝑧𝑖 = current sensed z-axis accelerometer data
𝑥𝑖−1 = previous sensed x-axis accelerometer data
𝑦𝑖−1= previous sensed y-axis accelerometer data
𝑧𝑖−1= previous sensed z-axis accelerometer data
𝑥𝑡𝑗 = last reported x-axis accelerometer data
𝑦𝑡𝑗 = last reported y-axis accelerometer data
𝑧𝑡𝑗 = last reported z-axis accelerometer data

In the following section, the performance of DAR schemes in
accelerometer data in different activities will be discussed.

5.2.1 Sitting Accelerometer Data
In this experiment, the number of the packets of data is 3000. The results
of implementation of the DAR schemes in the terms of data abstraction
(number of packet transmissions and number of data transmitted (%)) and
data reformation (RMSE and MAPE) are as follows.

1.

Number of Packet Transmissions
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Number of packet transmissions of sitting accelerometer data in
different orders of data abstraction are shown in Figure 5.13.

(a) Number of packet transmissions of sitting accelerometer data in zerothorder data abstraction

(b) Number of packet transmissions of sitting accelerometer data in firstorder data abstraction
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(c) Number of packet transmissions of sitting accelerometer data in secondorder data abstraction

Figure 5.13: Number of packet transmissions of sitting
accelerometer data

From the Figure 5.13, it is shown that the increment of threshold
value will reduce the number of packet transmissions. However, the
increment of threshold of rate and threshold of acceleration will not
necessarily reduce the number.

2.

Number of Data Transmitted
Number of data transmitted of sitting accelerometer data in different
orders of data abstraction are shown in Figure 5.14.
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(a) Number of data transmitted of sitting accelerometer data in zeroth-order
data abstraction

(b) Number of data transmitted of sitting accelerometer data in first-order
data abstraction
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(c) Number of data transmitted of sitting accelerometer data in secondorder data abstraction

Figure 5.14: Number of data transmitted of sitting
accelerometer data

From the Figure 5.14, it is shown that the increment of threshold
value will always reduce the number of data transmitted. However,
the increment of threshold of rate and threshold of acceleration will
not necessarily reduce the number of data transmitted.

3.

Root Mean Square Error
Root mean square error of sitting accelerometer data in different
orders of data abstraction and reformation are shown from Figure
5.15.
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(a) Root mean square error of sitting accelerometer data in zeroth-order
data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation

(b) Root mean square error of sitting accelerometer data in zeroth-order
data abstraction & first-order data reformation

(c) Root mean square error of sitting accelerometer data in zeroth-order
data abstraction & second-order data reformation
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(d) Root mean square error of sitting accelerometer data in first-order data
abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation

(e) Root mean square error of sitting accelerometer data in first-order data
abstraction & first-order data reformation

(f) Root mean square error of sitting accelerometer data in first-order data
abstraction & second-order data reformation
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(g) Root mean square error of sitting accelerometer data in second-order
data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation

(h) Root mean square error of sitting accelerometer data in second-order
data abstraction & first-order data reformation
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(i) Root mean square error of sitting accelerometer data in second-order
data abstraction & second-order data reformation

Figure 5.15: Root mean square error of sitting accelerometer
data

From the Figure 5.15, it is shown that the increment of threshold
value, threshold of rate and threshold of acceleration will not
necessarily increase the root mean square error.

4.

Mean Absolute Percentage Error
Mean absolute percentage error of sitting accelerometer data in
different orders of data abstraction are shown from Figure 5.16.
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(a) Mean absolute percentage error of sitting accelerometer data in zerothorder data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation

(b) Mean absolute percentage error of sitting accelerometer data in zerothorder data abstraction & first-order data reformation

(c) Mean absolute percentage error of sitting accelerometer data in zerothorder data abstraction & second-order data reformation
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(d) Mean absolute percentage error of sitting accelerometer data in firstorder data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation

(e) Mean absolute percentage error of sitting accelerometer data in firstorder data abstraction & first-order data reformation

(f) Mean absolute percentage error of sitting accelerometer data in firstorder data abstraction & second-order data reformation
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(g) Mean absolute percentage error of sitting accelerometer data in secondorder data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation

(h) Mean absolute percentage error of sitting accelerometer data in secondorder data abstraction & first-order data reformation
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(i) Mean absolute percentage error of sitting accelerometer data in secondorder data abstraction & second-order data reformation

Figure 5.16: Mean absolute percentage error of sitting
accelerometer data

From the Figure 5.16, it is shown that the increment of threshold
value, threshold of rate and threshold of acceleration will not
necessarily increase the mean absolute percentage error.

5.2.2 Standing Accelerometer Data
In this experiment, the number of the packets of data is 3000. The results
of implementation of the DAR schemes in the terms of data abstraction
(number of packet transmissions and number of data transmitted (%)) and
data reformation (RMSE and MAPE) are as follows.

1.

Number of Packet Transmissions
Number of packet transmissions of standing accelerometer data in
different orders of data abstraction are shown in Figure 5.17.
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(a) Number of packet transmissions of standing accelerometer data in
zeroth-order data abstraction

(b) Number of packet transmissions of standing accelerometer data in firstorder data abstraction
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(c) Number of packet transmissions of standing accelerometer data in
second-order data abstraction

Figure 5.17: Number of packet transmissions of standing
accelerometer data

From the Figure 5.17, it is shown that the increment of threshold
value will reduce the number of packet transmissions. However, the
increment of threshold of rate and threshold of acceleration will not
necessarily reduce the number.

2.

Number of Data Transmitted
Number of data transmitted of standing accelerometer data in
different orders of data abstraction are shown in Figure 5.18.
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(a) Number of data transmitted of standing accelerometer data in zerothorder data abstraction

(b) Number of data transmitted of standing accelerometer data in firstorder data abstraction
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(c) Number of data transmitted of standing accelerometer data in secondorder data abstraction

Figure 5.18: Number of data transmitted of standing
accelerometer data

From the Figure 5.18, it is shown that the increment of threshold
value will always reduce the number of data transmitted. However,
the increment of threshold of rate and threshold of acceleration will
not necessarily reduce the number of data transmitted.

3.

Root Mean Square Error
Root mean square error of standing accelerometer data in different
orders of data abstraction and reformation are shown from Figure
5.19.
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(a) Root mean square error of standing accelerometer data in zeroth-order
data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation

(b) Root mean square error of standing accelerometer data in zeroth-order
data abstraction & first-order data reformation

(c) Root mean square error of standing accelerometer data in zeroth-order
data abstraction & second-order data reformation
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(d) Root mean square error of standing accelerometer data in first-order
data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation

(e) Root mean square error of standing accelerometer data in first-order
data abstraction & first-order data reformation

(f) Root mean square error of standing accelerometer data in first-order
data abstraction & second-order data reformation
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(g) Root mean square error of standing accelerometer data in second-order
data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation

(h) Root mean square error of standing accelerometer data in second-order
data abstraction & first-order data reformation
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(i) Root mean square error of standing accelerometer data in second-order
data abstraction & second-order data reformation

Figure 5.19: Root mean square error of standing accelerometer
data

From the Figure 5.19, it is shown that the increment of threshold
value, threshold of rate and threshold of acceleration will not
necessarily increase the root mean square error.

4.

Mean Absolute Percentage Error
Mean absolute percentage error of standing accelerometer data in
different orders of data abstraction are shown from Figure 5.20.
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(a) Mean absolute percentage error of standing accelerometer data in
zeroth-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation

(b) Mean absolute percentage error of standing accelerometer data in
zeroth-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation

(c) Mean absolute percentage error of standing accelerometer data in
zeroth-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
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(d) Mean absolute percentage error of standing accelerometer data in firstorder data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation

(e) Mean absolute percentage error of standing accelerometer data in firstorder data abstraction & first-order data reformation

(f) Mean absolute percentage error of standing accelerometer data in firstorder data abstraction & second-order data reformation
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(g) Mean absolute percentage error of standing accelerometer data in
second-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation

(h) Mean absolute percentage error of standing accelerometer data in
second-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
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(i) Mean absolute percentage error of standing accelerometer data in
second-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation

Figure 5.20: Mean absolute percentage error of standing
accelerometer data

From the Figure 5.20, it is shown that the increment of threshold
value, threshold of rate and threshold of acceleration will not
necessarily increase the mean absolute percentage error.

5.2.3 Walking Accelerometer Data
In this experiment, the number of the packets of data is 3000. The results
of implementation of the DAR schemes in the terms of data abstraction
(number of packet transmissions and number of data transmitted) and data
reformation (RMSE and MAPE) are as follows.

1.

Number of Packet Transmissions
Number of packet transmissions of walking accelerometer data in
different orders of data abstraction are shown in Figure 5.21.
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(a) Number of packet transmissions of walking accelerometer data in
zeroth-order data abstraction

(b) Number of packet transmissions of walking accelerometer data in firstorder data abstraction
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(c) Number of packet transmissions of walking accelerometer data in
second-order data abstraction

Figure 5.21: Number of packet transmissions of walking
accelerometer data

From the Figure 5.21, it is shown that the increment of threshold
value will reduce the number of packet transmissions. However, the
increment of threshold of rate and threshold of acceleration will not
necessarily reduce the number.

2.

Number of Data Transmitted
Number of data transmitted of walking accelerometer data in
different orders of data abstraction are shown in Figure 5.22.
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(a) Number of data transmitted of walking accelerometer data in zerothorder data abstraction

(b) Number of data transmitted of walking accelerometer data in first-order
data abstraction
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(c) Number of data transmitted of walking accelerometer data in secondorder data abstraction

Figure 5.22: Number of data transmitted of walking
accelerometer data

From the Figure 5.22, it is shown that the increment of threshold
value will always reduce the number of data transmitted. However,
the increment of threshold of rate and threshold of acceleration will
not necessarily reduce the number of data transmitted.

3.

Root Mean Square Error
Root mean square error of walking accelerometer data in different
orders of data abstraction and reformation are shown from Figure
5.23.
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(a) Root mean square error of walking accelerometer data in zeroth-order
data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation

(b) Root mean square error of walking accelerometer data in zeroth-order
data abstraction & first-order data reformation

(c) Root mean square error of walking accelerometer data in zeroth-order
data abstraction & second-order data reformation
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(d) Root mean square error of walking accelerometer data in first-order
data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation

(e) Root mean square error of walking accelerometer data in first-order
data abstraction & first-order data reformation

(f) Root mean square error of walking accelerometer data in first-order
data abstraction & second-order data reformation
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(g) Root mean square error of walking accelerometer data in second-order
data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation

(h) Root mean square error of walking accelerometer data in second-order
data abstraction & first-order data reformation
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(i) Root mean square error of walking accelerometer data in second-order
data abstraction & second-order data reformation

Figure 5.23: Root mean square error of walking accelerometer
data

From the Figure 5.23, it is shown that the increment of threshold
value, threshold of rate and threshold of acceleration will not
necessarily increase the root mean square error.

4.

Mean Absolute Percentage Error
Mean absolute percentage error of walking accelerometer data in
different orders of data abstraction are shown from Figure 5.24.
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(a) Mean absolute percentage error of walking accelerometer data in zerothorder data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation

(b) Mean absolute percentage error of walking accelerometer data in
zeroth-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation

(c) Mean absolute percentage error of walking accelerometer data in zerothorder data abstraction & second-order data reformation
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(d) Mean absolute percentage error of walking accelerometer data in firstorder data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation

(e) Mean absolute percentage error of walking accelerometer data in firstorder data abstraction & first-order data reformation

(f) Mean absolute percentage error of walking accelerometer data in firstorder data abstraction & second-order data reformation
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(g) Mean absolute percentage error of walking accelerometer data in
second-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation

(h) Mean absolute percentage error of walking accelerometer data in
second-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
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(i) Mean absolute percentage error of walking accelerometer data in secondorder data abstraction & second-order data reformation

Figure 5.24: Mean absolute percentage error of walking
accelerometer data

From the Figure 5.24, it is shown that the increment of threshold
value, threshold of rate and threshold of acceleration will not
necessarily increase the mean absolute percentage error.

5.2.4 Running Accelerometer Data
In this experiment, the number of the packets of data is 3000. The results
of implementation of the DAR schemes in the terms of data abstraction
(number of packet transmissions and number of data transmitted) and data
reformation (RMSE and MAPE) are as follows.

1.

Number of Packet Transmissions
Number of packet transmissions of running accelerometer data in
different orders of data abstraction are shown in Figure 5.25.
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(a) Number of packet transmissions of running accelerometer data in
zeroth-order data abstraction

(b) Number of packet transmissions of running accelerometer data in firstorder data abstraction
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(c) Number of packet transmissions of running accelerometer data in
second-order data abstraction

Figure 5.25: Number of packet transmissions of running
accelerometer data

From the Figure 5.25, it is shown that the increment of threshold
value will reduce the number of packet transmissions. However, the
increment of threshold of rate and threshold of acceleration will not
necessarily reduce the number.

2.

Number of Data Transmitted
Number of data transmitted of running accelerometer data in
different orders of data abstraction are shown in Figure 5.26.
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(a) Number of data transmitted of running accelerometer data in zerothorder data abstraction

(b) Number of data transmitted of running accelerometer data in first-order
data abstraction
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(c) Number of data transmitted of running accelerometer data in secondorder data abstraction

Figure 5.26: Number of data transmitted of running
accelerometer data

From the Figure 5.26, it is shown that the increment of threshold
value will always reduce the number of data transmitted. However,
the increment of threshold of rate and threshold of acceleration will
not necessarily reduce the number of data transmitted.

3.

Root Mean Square Error
Root mean square error of running accelerometer data in different
orders of data abstraction and reformation are shown from Figure
5.27.
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(a) Root mean square error of running accelerometer data in zeroth-order
data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation

(b) Root mean square error of running accelerometer data in zeroth-order
data abstraction & first-order data reformation

(c) Root mean square error of running accelerometer data in zeroth-order
data abstraction & second-order data reformation
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(d) Root mean square error of running accelerometer data in first-order
data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation

(e) Root mean square error of running accelerometer data in first-order
data abstraction & first-order data reformation

(f) Root mean square error of running accelerometer data in first-order
data abstraction & second-order data reformation
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(g) Root mean square error of running accelerometer data in second-order
data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation

(h) Root mean square error of running accelerometer data in second-order
data abstraction & first-order data reformation
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(i) Root mean square error of running accelerometer data in second-order
data abstraction & second-order data reformation

Figure 5.27: Root mean square error of running accelerometer
data

From the Figure 5.27, it is shown that the increment of threshold
value, threshold of rate and threshold of acceleration will not
necessarily increase the root mean square error.

4.

Mean Absolute Percentage Error
Mean absolute percentage error of running accelerometer data in
different orders of data abstraction are shown from Figure 5.28.
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(a) Mean absolute percentage error of running accelerometer data in
zeroth-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation

(b) Mean absolute percentage error of running accelerometer data in
zeroth-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation

(c) Mean absolute percentage error of running accelerometer data in zerothorder data abstraction & second-order data reformation
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(d) Mean absolute percentage error of running accelerometer data in firstorder data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation

(e) Mean absolute percentage error of running accelerometer data in firstorder data abstraction & first-order data reformation

(f) Mean absolute percentage error of running accelerometer data in firstorder data abstraction & second-order data reformation
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(g) Mean absolute percentage error of running accelerometer data in
second-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation

(h) Mean absolute percentage error of running accelerometer data in
second-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
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(i) Mean absolute percentage error of running accelerometer data in secondorder data abstraction & second-order data reformation

Figure 5.28: Mean absolute percentage error of running
accelerometer data

From the Figure 5.28, it is shown that the increment of threshold
value, threshold of rate and threshold of acceleration will not
necessarily increase the mean absolute percentage error.

5.3

Comparisons among Number of Packet Transmissions, Number of
Data Transmitted, Root Mean Square Error, and Mean Absolute
Percentage Error
This section will discuss the comparisons of parameters that are used to
quantify the performance of the proposed scheme.

5.3.1 Burst Temperature Data
The comparisons among parameters (number of packet transmissions,
number of data transmitted, root mean square error, and mean absolute
percentage error) are as follows.
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1.

Number of Packet Transmissions vs. Root Mean Square Error
The comparisons of number of packet transmissions against root
mean square error are shown in Figure 5.29.

(a) Number of packet transmissions vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟏

(b) Number of packet transmissions vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟎. 𝟏
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(c) Number of packet transmissions vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏

(d) Number of packet transmissions vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎

(e) Number of packet transmissions vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎
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(f) Number of packet transmissions vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟒𝟎

Figure 5.29: Number of packet transmissions vs. root mean
square error in burst temperature data

The results of DAR schemes in burst temperature data are shown
more details in Table 5.2.

Table 5.2: Number of Packet Transmissions vs. Root Mean
Square Error in Burst Temperature Data
RMSE

DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

=0

RMSE = root mean square error
DAR = data abstraction and reformation
0A0R = zeroth-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
0A1R = zeroth-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
0A2R = zeroth-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
1A0R = first-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
1A1R = first-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
1A2R = first-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
2A0R = second-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
2A1R = second-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
2A2R = second-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
NoPT min = minimum number of packet transmissions
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NoPT min
600
600
600
262
262
600
319
319
319

From Table 5.2, it is shown that the best DAR schemes in burst
temperature data where 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = 0 in the terms of number of
packet transmissions are 1A0R and 1A1R.

2.

Number of Packet Transmissions vs. Mean Absolute Percentage
Error
The comparisons of number of packet transmissions against mean
absolute percentage error are shown in Figure 5.30.

(a) Number of packet transmissions vs. mean absolute percentage error
where 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟏%

(b) Number of packet transmissions vs. mean absolute percentage error
where 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟎. 𝟏%
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(c) Number of packet transmissions vs. mean absolute percentage error
where 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏%

(d) Number of packet transmissions vs. mean absolute percentage error
where 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎%

(e) Number of packet transmissions vs. mean absolute percentage error
where 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎%
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(f) Number of packet transmissions vs. mean absolute percentage error
where 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟒𝟎%

Figure 5.30: Number of packet transmissions vs. mean absolute
percentage error in burst temperature data

The results of DAR schemes in burst temperature data are shown
more details in Table 5.3.

Table 5.3: Number of Packet Transmissions vs. Mean Absolute
Percentage Error in Burst Temperature Data
MAPE

DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

= 0%

MAPE = mean absolute percentage error
DAR = data Abstraction and Reformation
0A0R = zeroth-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
0A1R = zeroth-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
0A2R = zeroth-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
1A0R = first-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
1A1R = first-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
1A2R = first-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
2A0R = second-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
2A1R = second-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
2A2R = second-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
NoPT min = minimum number of packet transmissions
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NoPT min
600
600
600
262
262
600
319
319
319

From Table 5.3, it is shown that the best DAR schemes in burst
temperature data where 𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸 = 0% in the terms of number of
packet transmissions are 1A0R and 1A1R.

3.

Number of Data Transmitted vs. Root Mean Square Error
The comparisons of number of data transmitted against root mean
square error are shown in Figure 5.31.

(a) Number of data transmitted vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟏

(b) Number of data transmitted vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟎. 𝟏
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(c) Number of data transmitted vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏

(d) Number of data transmitted vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎

(e) Number of data transmitted vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎
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(f) Number of data transmitted vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟒𝟎

Figure 5.31: Number of data transmitted vs. root mean square
error in burst temperature data

The results of DAR schemes in burst temperature data are shown
more details in Table 5.4.

Table 5.4: Number of Data Transmitted vs. Root Mean Square
Error in Burst Temperature Data
RMSE

DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

=0

RMSE = root mean square error
DAR = data Abstraction and Reformation
0A0R = zeroth-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
0A1R = zeroth-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
0A2R = zeroth-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
1A0R = first-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
1A1R = first-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
1A2R = first-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
2A0R = second-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
2A1R = second-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
2A2R = second-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
NoDT min = minimum number of data transmitted
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NoDT min (%)
100.000
100.000
100.000
59.500
59.500
100.000
77.333
77.333
77.333

From Table 5.4, it is shown that the best DAR schemes in burst
temperature data where 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = 0 in the terms of number of data
transmitted are 1A0R and 1A1R.

4.

Number of Data Transmitted vs. Mean Absolute Percentage Error
The comparisons of number of data transmitted against mean
absolute percentage error are shown in Figure 5.32.

(a) Number of data transmitted vs. mean absolute percentage error where
𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟏%

(b) Number of data transmitted vs. mean absolute percentage error where
𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟎. 𝟏%
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(c) Number of data transmitted vs. mean absolute percentage error where
𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏%

(d) Number of data transmitted vs. mean absolute percentage error where
𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎%

(e) Number of data transmitted vs. mean absolute percentage error where
𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎%
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(f) Number of data transmitted vs. mean absolute percentage error where
𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟒𝟎𝟎%

Figure 5.32: Number of data transmitted vs. mean absolute
percentage error in burst temperature data

The results of DAR schemes in burst temperature data are shown
more details in Table 5.5.

Table 5.5: Number of Data Transmitted vs. Mean Absolute
Percentage Error in Burst Temperature Data
MAPE

DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

= 0%

MAPE = mean absolute percentage error
DAR = data Abstraction and Reformation
0A0R = zeroth-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
0A1R = zeroth-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
0A2R = zeroth-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
1A0R = first-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
1A1R = first-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
1A2R = first-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
2A0R = second-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
2A1R = second-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
2A2R = second-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
NoDT min = minimum number of data transmitted
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NoDT min (%)
100.000
100.000
100.000
59.500
59.500
100.000
77.333
77.333
77.333

From Table 5.5, it is shown that the best DAR schemes in burst
temperature data where 𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸 = 0% in the terms of number of
data transmitted are 1A0R and 1A1R.

5.

Root Mean Square Error vs. Number of Packet Transmissions
The comparisons of root mean square error against number of packet
transmissions are shown in Figure 5.33.

(a) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟔𝟎

(b) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟐𝟎
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(c) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟖𝟎

(d) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟐𝟒𝟎

(e) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟑𝟎𝟎
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(f) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟑𝟔𝟎

(g) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟒𝟐𝟎

(h) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟒𝟖𝟎
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(i) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟓𝟒𝟎

(j) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟔𝟎𝟎

Figure 5.33: Root mean square error vs. number of packet
transmissions in burst temperature data

The results of DAR schemes in burst temperature data are shown
more details in Table 5.6.
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Table 5.6: Root Mean Square Error vs. Number of Packet
Transmissions in Burst Temperature Data
NoPT

DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

≤ 300

RMSE min
0.160
1.008
56.143
0.000
0.000
0.312
0.031
0.016
0.031

NoPT = number of packet transmissions
DAR = data abstraction and reformation
0A0R = zeroth-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
0A1R = zeroth-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
0A2R = zeroth-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
1A0R = first-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
1A1R = first-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
1A2R = first-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
2A0R = second-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
2A1R = second-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
2A2R = second-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
RMSE min = minimum root mean square error

From Table 5.6, it is shown that the best DAR schemes in burst
temperature data where 𝑁𝑜𝑃𝑇 ≤ 300 in the terms of root mean
square error are 1A0R and 1A1R.

6.

Root Mean Square Error vs. Number of Data Transmitted
The comparisons of root mean square error against number of data
transmitted are shown in Figure 5.34.
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(a) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎%

(b) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟐𝟎%

(c) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted (%) where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟑𝟎%
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(d) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟒𝟎%

(e) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟓𝟎%

(f) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟔𝟎%
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(g) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟕𝟎%

(h) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟖𝟎%

(i) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟗𝟎%
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(j) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎%

Figure 5.34: Root mean square error vs. number of data
transmitted in burst temperature data

The results of DAR schemes in burst temperature data are shown
more details in Table 5.7.

Table 5.7: Root Mean Square Error vs. Number of Data
Transmitted in Burst Temperature Data
NoDT

DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

≤ 50%

NoDT = number of data transmitted
DAR = data abstraction and reformation
0A0R = zeroth-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
0A1R = zeroth-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
0A2R = zeroth-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
1A0R = first-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
1A1R = first-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
1A2R = first-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
2A0R = second-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
2A1R = second-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
2A2R = second-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
RMSE min = minimum root mean square error
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RMSE min
0.160
1.008
56.143
0.033
0.020
2.103
0.070
0.029
0.102

From Table 5.7, it is shown that the best DAR schemes in burst
temperature data where 𝑁𝑜𝐷𝑇 ≤ 50% in the terms of root mean
square error is 1A1R.

7.

Mean Absolute Percentage Error

vs.

Number

of Packet

Transmissions
The comparisons of mean absolute percentage error against number
of packet transmissions are shown in Figure 5.35.

(a) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟔𝟎

(b) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟐𝟎
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(c) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟖𝟎

(d) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟐𝟒𝟎

(e) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟑𝟎𝟎
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(f) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟑𝟔𝟎

(g) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟒𝟐𝟎

(h) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟒𝟖𝟎
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(i) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟓𝟒𝟎

(j) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟔𝟎𝟎

Figure 5.35: Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of
packet transmissions in burst temperature data

The results of DAR schemes in burst temperature data are shown
more details in Table 5.8.
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Table 5.8: Mean Absolute Percentage Error vs. Number of
Packet Transmissions in Burst Temperature Data
NoPT

DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

≤ 300

MAPEmin (%)
0.473
2.597
67.546
0.000
0.000
0.227
0.068
0.040
0.062

NoPT = number of packet transmissions
DAR = data abstraction and reformation
0A0R = zeroth-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
0A1R = zeroth-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
0A2R = zeroth-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
1A0R = first-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
1A1R = first-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
1A2R = first-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
2A0R = second-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
2A1R = second-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
2A2R = second-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
MAPEmin = minimum mean absolute percentage error

From Table 5.8, it is shown that the best DAR schemes in burst
temperature data where 𝑁𝑜𝑃𝑇 ≤ 300 in the terms of mean absolute
percentage error are 1A0R and 1A1R.

8.

Mean Absolute Percentage Error vs. Number of Data Transmitted
The comparisons of mean absolute percentage error against number
of data transmitted are shown in Figure 5.36.
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(a) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎%

(b) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟐𝟎%

(c) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟑𝟎%
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(d) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟒𝟎%

(e) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟓𝟎%

(f) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟔𝟎%
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(g) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟕𝟎%

(h) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟖𝟎%

(i) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟗𝟎%
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(j) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted (%)
where 𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎%

Figure 5.36: Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of
data transmitted in burst temperature data

The results of DAR schemes in burst temperature data are shown
more details in Table 5.9.

Table 5.9: Mean Absolute Percentage Error vs. Number of
Data Transmitted in Burst Temperature Data
NoDT

DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

≤ 50%

NoDT = number of data transmitted
DAR = data abstraction and reformation
0A0R = zeroth-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
0A1R = zeroth-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
0A2R = zeroth-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
1A0R = first-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
1A1R = first-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
1A2R = first-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
2A0R = second-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
2A1R = second-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
2A2R = second-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
MAPEmin = minimum mean absolute percentage error
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MAPEmin (%)
0.473
2.597
67.546
0.076
0.058
1.330
0.208
0.085
0.337

From Table 5.9, it is shown that the best DAR schemes in burst
temperature data where 𝑁𝑜𝐷𝑇 ≤ 50% in the terms of mean absolute
percentage error is 1A1R.

9.

Conclusion
From Table 5.2 – 5.9, it is concluded in Table 5.10, that the best
DAR schemes in burst temperature data is 1A1R.

Table 5.10: Results of DAR Schemes in Burst Temperature
Data
(a) Best DAR Schemes in Burst Temperature Data where the 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻 ≤ 𝟑𝟎𝟎
and 𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻 ≤ 𝟓𝟎%
DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

Th
22.376
22.376
24.314
0.063
0.063
0.063
0.126
0.126
0.563

NoPT
299
299
122
145
145
145
127
127
54
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NoDT(%)
49.833
49.833
20.333
36.500
36.500
36.500
40.500
40.500
17.000

RMSE
0.160
1.008
56.143
0.033
0.020
2.103
0.070
0.029
0.102

MAPE(%)
0.473
2.597
67.546
0.076
0.058
1.330
0.208
0.085
0.337

(b) Best DAR Schemes in Burst Temperature Data where the 𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬 = 𝟎
and 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬 = 𝟎%
DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

Th
22.000
22.000
22.000
0.001
0.001
0.000
0.001
0.001
0.001

NoPT
600
600
600
262
262
600
319
319
319

NoDT(%)
100.000
100.000
100.000
59.500
59.500
100.000
77.333
77.333
77.333

RMSE
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

MAPE(%)
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

DAR = data abstraction and reformation
Th = threshold
NoPT = number of packet transmissions
NoDT = number of packet transmitted
RMSE = root mean square error
MAPE = mean absolute percentage error

5.3.2 Incremental & Decremental Temperature Data
The comparisons among parameters (number of packet transmissions,
number of data transmitted, root mean square error, and mean absolute
percentage error) are as follows.

1.

Number of Packet Transmissions vs. Root Mean Square Error
The comparisons of number of packet transmissions against root
mean square error are shown in Figure 5.37.
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(a) Number of packet transmissions vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟏

(b) Number of packet transmissions vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟎. 𝟏

(c) Number of packet transmissions vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏
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(d) Number of packet transmissions vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎

(e) Number of packet transmissions vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎
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(f) Number of packet transmissions vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟖𝟎

Figure 5.37: Number of packet transmissions vs. root mean
square error in incremental & decremental temperature data

The results of DAR schemes in incremental & decremental
temperature data are shown more details in Table 5.11.
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Table 5.11: Number of Packet Transmissions vs. Root Mean
Square Error in Incremental & Decremental Temperature
Data
RMSE

DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

=0

NoPT min
600
600
600
301
7
301
600
8
8

RMSE = root mean square error
DAR = data abstraction and reformation
0A0R = zeroth-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
0A1R = zeroth-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
0A2R = zeroth-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
1A0R = first-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
1A1R = first-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
1A2R = first-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
2A0R = second-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
2A1R = second-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
2A2R = second-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
NoPT min = minimum number of packet transmissions

From Table 5.11, it is shown that the best DAR schemes in
incremental & decremental temperature data where 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = 0 in
the terms of number of packet transmissions is 1A1R.

2.

Number of Packet Transmissions vs. Mean Absolute Percentage
Error
The comparisons of number of packet transmissions against mean
absolute percentage error are shown in Figure 5.38.
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(a) Number of packet transmissions vs. mean absolute percentage error
where 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟏%

(b) Number of packet transmissions vs. mean absolute percentage error
where 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟎. 𝟏%

(c) Number of packet transmissions vs. mean absolute percentage error
where 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏%
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(d) Number of packet transmissions vs. mean absolute percentage error
where 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎%

(e) Number of packet transmissions vs. mean absolute percentage error
where 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎%
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(f) Number of packet transmissions vs. mean absolute percentage error
where 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟐𝟕𝟎%

Figure 5.38: Number of packet transmissions vs. mean absolute
percentage error in incremental & decremental temperature
data

The results of DAR schemes in incremental & decremental
temperature data are shown more details in Table 5.12.
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Table 5.12: Number of Packet Transmissions vs. Mean
Absolute Percentage Error in Incremental & Decremental
Temperature Data
MAPE

DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

= 0%

NoPT min
600
600
600
301
7
301
600
8
8

MAPE = mean absolute percentage error
DAR = data Abstraction and Reformation
0A0R = zeroth-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
0A1R = zeroth-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
0A2R = zeroth-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
1A0R = first-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
1A1R = first-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
1A2R = first-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
2A0R = second-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
2A1R = second-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
2A2R = second-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
NoPT min = minimum number of packet transmissions

From Table 5.12, it is shown that the best DAR schemes in
incremental & decremental temperature data where 𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸 = 0%
in the terms of number of packet transmissions is 1A1R.

3.

Number of Data Transmitted vs. Root Mean Square Error
The comparisons of number of data transmitted against root mean
square error are shown in Figure 5.39.
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(a) Number of data transmitted vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟏

(b) Number of data transmitted vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟎. 𝟏

(c) Number of data transmitted vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏
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(d) Number of data transmitted vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎

(e) Number of data transmitted vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎
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(f) Number of data transmitted vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟖𝟎

Figure 5.39: Number of data transmitted vs. root mean square
error in incremental & decremental temperature data

The results of DAR schemes in incremental & decremental
temperature data are shown more details in Table 5.13.
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Table 5.13: Number of Data Transmitted vs. Root Mean
Square Error in Incremental & Decremental Temperature
Data
RMSE

DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

=0

NoDT min (%)
100.000
100.000
100.000
100.000
2.000
100.000
100.000
3.000
3.000

RMSE = root mean square error
DAR = data Abstraction and Reformation
0A0R = zeroth-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
0A1R = zeroth-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
0A2R = zeroth-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
1A0R = first-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
1A1R = first-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
1A2R = first-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
2A0R = second-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
2A1R = second-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
2A2R = second-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
NoDT min = minimum number of data transmitted

From Table 5.13, it is shown that the best DAR schemes in
incremental & decremental temperature data where 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = 0 in
the terms of number of data transmitted is 1A1R.

4.

Number of Data Transmitted vs. Mean Absolute Percentage Error
The comparisons of number of data transmitted against mean
absolute percentage error are shown in Figure 5.40.
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(a) Number of data transmitted vs. mean absolute percentage error where
𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟏%

(b) Number of data transmitted vs. mean absolute percentage error where
𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟎. 𝟏%

(c) Number of data transmitted vs. mean absolute percentage error where
𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏%
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(d) Number of data transmitted vs. mean absolute percentage error where
𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎%

(e) Number of data transmitted vs. mean absolute percentage error where
𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎%
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(f) Number of data transmitted vs. mean absolute percentage error where
𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟐𝟕𝟎%

Figure 5.40: Number of data transmitted vs. mean absolute
percentage error in incremental & decremental temperature
data

The results of DAR schemes in incremental & decremental
temperature data are shown more details in Table 5.14.
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Table 5.14: Number of Data Transmitted vs. Mean Absolute
Percentage Error in Incremental & Decremental Temperature
Data
MAPE

DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

= 0%

NoDT min (%)
100.000
100.000
100.000
100.000
2.000
100.000
100.000
3.000
3.000

MAPE = mean absolute percentage error
DAR = data Abstraction and Reformation
0A0R = zeroth-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
0A1R = zeroth-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
0A2R = zeroth-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
1A0R = first-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
1A1R = first-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
1A2R = first-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
2A0R = second-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
2A1R = second-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
2A2R = second-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
NoDT min = minimum number of data transmitted

From Table 5.14 it is shown that the best DAR schemes in
incremental & decremental temperature data where 𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸 = 0%
in the terms of number of data transmitted is 1A1R.

5.

Root Mean Square Error vs. Number of Packet Transmissions
The comparisons of root mean square error against number of packet
transmissions are shown in Figure 5.41.
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(a) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟔𝟎

(b) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟐𝟎

(c) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟖𝟎
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(d) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟐𝟒𝟎

(e) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟑𝟎𝟎

(f) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟑𝟔𝟎
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(g) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟒𝟐𝟎

(h) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟒𝟖𝟎

(i) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟓𝟒𝟎
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(j) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟔𝟎𝟎

Figure 5.41: Root mean square error vs. number of packet
transmissions in incremental & decremental temperature data

The results of DAR schemes in incremental & decremental
temperature data are shown more details in Table 5.15.
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Table 5.15: Root Mean Square Error vs. Number of Packet
Transmissions in Incremental & Decremental Temperature
Data
NoPT

DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

≤ 300

RMSE min
1.562
1.288
58.377
0.036
0.000
0.298
0.033
0.000
0.000

NoPT = number of packet transmissions
DAR = data abstraction and reformation
0A0R = zeroth-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
0A1R = zeroth-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
0A2R = zeroth-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
1A0R = first-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
1A1R = first-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
1A2R = first-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
2A0R = second-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
2A1R = second-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
2A2R = second-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
RMSE min = minimum root mean square error

From Table 5.15, it is shown that the best DAR schemes in
incremental & decremental temperature data where 𝑁𝑜𝑃𝑇 ≤ 300 in
the terms of root mean square error are 1A1R, 2A1R, and 2A2R.

6.

Root Mean Square Error vs. Number of Data Transmitted
The comparisons of root mean square error against number of data
transmitted are shown in Figure 5.42.
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a) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎%

(b) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟐𝟎%

(c) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted (%) where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟑𝟎%
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(d) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟒𝟎%

(e) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟓𝟎%

(f) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟔𝟎%
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(g) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟕𝟎%

(h) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟖𝟎%

(i) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟗𝟎%
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(j) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎%

Figure 5.42: Root mean square error vs. number of data
transmitted in incremental & decremental temperature data

The results of DAR schemes in incremental & decremental
temperature data are shown more details in Table 5.16.

Table 5.16: Root Mean Square Error vs. Number of Data
Transmitted in Incremental & Decremental Temperature Data
NoDT

DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

≤ 50%

NoDT = number of data transmitted
DAR = data abstraction and reformation
0A0R = zeroth-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
0A1R = zeroth-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
0A2R = zeroth-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
1A0R = first-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
1A1R = first-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
1A2R = first-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
2A0R = second-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
2A1R = second-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
2A2R = second-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
RMSE min = minimum root mean square error
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RMSE min
1.562
1.288
58.377
0.084
0.000
0.633
0.144
0.000
0.000

From Table 5.16, it is shown that the best DAR schemes in
incremental & decremental temperature data where 𝑁𝑜𝐷𝑇 ≤ 50%
in the terms of root mean square error are 1A1R, 2A1R, and 2A2R.

7.

Mean Absolute Percentage Error

vs.

Number

of Packet

Transmissions
The comparisons of mean absolute percentage error against number
of packet transmissions are shown in Figure 5.43.

(a) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟔𝟎

(b) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟐𝟎
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(c) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟖𝟎

(d) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟐𝟒𝟎

(e) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟑𝟎𝟎
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(f) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟑𝟔𝟎

(g) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟒𝟐𝟎

(h) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟒𝟖𝟎
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(i) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟓𝟒𝟎

(j) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟔𝟎𝟎

Figure 5.43: Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of
packet transmissions in incremental & decremental
temperature data

The results of DAR schemes in incremental & decremental
temperature data are shown more details in Table 5.17.
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Table 5.17: Mean Absolute Percentage Error vs. Number of
Packet Transmissions in Incremental & Decremental
Temperature Data
NoPT

DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

≤ 300

MAPEmin (%)
4.105
2.798
65.993
0.063
0.000
0.057
0.056
0.000
0.000

NoPT = number of packet transmissions
DAR = data abstraction and reformation
0A0R = zeroth-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
0A1R = zeroth-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
0A2R = zeroth-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
1A0R = first-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
1A1R = first-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
1A2R = first-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
2A0R = second-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
2A1R = second-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
2A2R = second-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
MAPEmin = minimum mean absolute percentage error

From Table 5.17, it is shown that the best DAR schemes in
incremental & decremental temperature data where 𝑁𝑜𝑃𝑇 ≤ 300 in
the terms of mean absolute percentage error are 1A1R, 2A1R, and
2A2R.

8.

Mean Absolute Percentage Error vs. Number of Data Transmitted
The comparisons of mean absolute percentage error against number
of data transmitted are shown in Figure 5.44.
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(a) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎%

(b) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟐𝟎%

(c) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟑𝟎%
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(d) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟒𝟎%

(e) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟓𝟎%

(f) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟔𝟎%
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(g) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟕𝟎%

(h) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟖𝟎%

(i) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟗𝟎%
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(j) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted (%)
where 𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎%

Figure 5.44: Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of
data transmitted in incremental & decremental temperature
data

The results of DAR schemes in incremental & decremental
temperature data are shown more details in Table 5.18.
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Table 5.18: Mean Absolute Percentage Error vs. Number of
Data Transmitted in Incremental & Decremental Temperature
Data
NoDT

DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

≤ 50%

MAPEmin (%)
4.105
2.798
65.993
0.220
0.000
0.170
0.365
0.000
0.000

NoDT = number of data transmitted
DAR = data abstraction and reformation
0A0R = zeroth-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
0A1R = zeroth-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
0A2R = zeroth-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
1A0R = first-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
1A1R = first-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
1A2R = first-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
2A0R = second-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
2A1R = second-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
2A2R = second-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
MAPEmin = minimum mean absolute percentage error

From Table 5.18, it is shown that the best DAR schemes in
incremental & decremental temperature data where 𝑁𝑜𝐷𝑇 ≤ 50%
in the terms of mean absolute percentage error are 1A1R, 2A1R, and
2A2R.

9.

Conclusion
From Table 5.11 – 5.18, it is concluded in Table 5.19, that the best
DAR schemes in incremental & decremental temperature data is
1A1R.
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Table 5.19: Results of DAR Schemes in Incremental &
Decremental Temperature Data
(a) Best DAR Schemes in Incremental & Decremental Temperature Data
where the 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻 ≤ 𝟑𝟎𝟎 and 𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻 ≤ 𝟓𝟎%
DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

Th
25.751
25.751
25.751
0.150
7.426
0.225
0.075
7.426
7.426

NoPT
299
299
299
235
7
181
246
8
8

NoDT(%)
49.833
49.833
49.833
39.167
1.167
30.167
41.000
1.333
1.333

RMSE
1.562
1.288
58.377
0.036
0.000
0.298
0.033
0.000
0.000

MAPE(%)
4.105
2.798
65.993
0.063
0.000
0.057
0.056
0.000
0.000

(b) Best DAR Schemes in Incremental & Decremental Temperature Data
where the 𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬 = 𝟎 and 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬 = 𝟎%
DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

Th
22.000
22.000
22.000
0.076
7.426
0.076
0.000
7.426
7.426

NoPT
600
600
600
301
7
301
600
8
8

NoDT(%)
100.000
100.000
100.000
50.167
1.167
50.167
100.000
1.333
1.333

RMSE
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

MAPE(%)
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

DAR = data abstraction and reformation
Th = threshold
NoPT = number of packet transmissions
NoDT = number of packet transmitted
RMSE = root mean square error
MAPE = mean absolute percentage error

5.3.3 Random Temperature Data
The comparisons among parameters (number of packet transmissions,
number of data transmitted, root mean square error, and mean absolute
percentage error) are as follows.
1.

Number of Packet Transmissions vs. Root Mean Square Error
The comparisons of number of packet transmissions against root
mean square error are shown in Figure 5.45.
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(a) Number of packet transmissions vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟏

(b) Number of packet transmissions vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟎. 𝟏

(c) Number of packet transmissions vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏
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(d) Number of packet transmissions vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎

(e) Number of packet transmissions vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎

(f) Number of packet transmissions vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎
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(g) Number of packet transmissions vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟖𝟎𝟎

Figure 5.45: Number of packet transmissions vs. root mean
square error in random temperature data

The results of DAR schemes in random temperature data are shown
more details in Table 5.20.

Table 5.20: Number of Packet Transmissions vs. Root Mean
Square Error in Random Temperature Data
RMSE

DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

=0

RMSE = root mean square error
DAR = data abstraction and reformation
0A0R = zeroth-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
0A1R = zeroth-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
0A2R = zeroth-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
1A0R = first-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
1A1R = first-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
1A2R = first-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
2A0R = second-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
2A1R = second-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
2A2R = second-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
NoPT min = minimum number of packet transmissions
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NoPT min
600
600
600
580
495
578
317
261
261

From Table 5.20, it is shown that the best DAR schemes in random
temperature data where 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = 0 in the terms of number of
packet transmissions are 2A1R and 2A2R.

2.

Number of Packet Transmissions vs. Mean Absolute Percentage
Error
The comparisons of number of packet transmissions against mean
absolute percentage error are shown in Figure 5.46.

(a) Number of packet transmissions vs. mean absolute percentage error
where 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟏%

(b) Number of packet transmissions vs. mean absolute percentage error
where 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟎. 𝟏%
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(c) Number of packet transmissions vs. mean absolute percentage error
where 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏%

(d) Number of packet transmissions vs. mean absolute percentage error
where 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎%

(e) Number of packet transmissions vs. mean absolute percentage error
where 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎%
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(f) Number of packet transmissions vs. mean absolute percentage error
where 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎%

(f) Number of packet transmissions vs. mean absolute percentage error
where 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟔𝟎𝟎𝟎%

Figure 5.46: Number of packet transmissions vs. mean absolute
percentage error in random temperature data

The results of DAR schemes in random temperature data are shown
more details in Table 5.21.
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Table 5.21: Number of Packet Transmissions vs. Mean
Absolute Percentage Error in Random Temperature Data
MAPE

DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

= 0%

NoPT min
600
600
600
552
495
552
313
261
261

MAPE = mean absolute percentage error
DAR = data Abstraction and Reformation
0A0R = zeroth-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
0A1R = zeroth-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
0A2R = zeroth-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
1A0R = first-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
1A1R = first-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
1A2R = first-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
2A0R = second-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
2A1R = second-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
2A2R = second-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
NoPT min = minimum number of packet transmissions

From Table 5.21, it is shown that the best DAR schemes in random
temperature data where 𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸 = 0% in the terms of number of
packet transmissions are 2A1R and 2A2R.

3.

Number of Data Transmitted vs. Root Mean Square Error
The comparisons of number of data transmitted against root mean
square error are shown in Figure 5.47.
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(a) Number of data transmitted vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟏

(b) Number of data transmitted vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟎. 𝟏

(c) Number of data transmitted vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏
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(d) Number of data transmitted vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎

(e) Number of data transmitted vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎

(f) Number of data transmitted vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎
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(g) Number of data transmitted vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟖𝟎𝟎

Figure 5.47: Number of data transmitted vs. root mean square
error in random temperature data

The results of DAR schemes in random temperature data are shown
more details in Table 5.22.

Table 5.22: Number of Data Transmitted vs. Root Mean
Square Error in Random Temperature Data
RMSE

DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

=0

RMSE = root mean square error
DAR = data Abstraction and Reformation
0A0R = zeroth-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
0A1R = zeroth-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
0A2R = zeroth-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
1A0R = first-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
1A1R = first-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
1A2R = first-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
2A0R = second-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
2A1R = second-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
2A2R = second-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
NoDT min = minimum number of data transmitted
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NoDT min (%)
100.000
100.000
100.000
100.000
95.333
99.667
100.000
84.167
84.167

From Table 5.22, it is shown that the best DAR schemes in random
temperature data where 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = 0 in the terms of number of data
transmitted are 2A1R and 2A2R.

4.

Number of Data Transmitted vs. Mean Absolute Percentage Error
The comparisons of number of data transmitted against mean
absolute percentage error are shown in Figure 5.48.

(a) Number of data transmitted vs. mean absolute percentage error where
𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟏%

(b) Number of data transmitted vs. mean absolute percentage error where
𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟎. 𝟏%
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(c) Number of data transmitted vs. mean absolute percentage error where
𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏%

(d) Number of data transmitted vs. mean absolute percentage error where
𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎%

(e) Number of data transmitted vs. mean absolute percentage error where
𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎%
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(f) Number of data transmitted vs. mean absolute percentage error where
𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎%

(g) Number of data transmitted vs. mean absolute percentage error where
𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟔𝟎𝟎𝟎%

Figure 5.48: Number of data transmitted vs. mean absolute
percentage error in random temperature data

The results of DAR schemes in random temperature data are shown
more details in Table 5.23.
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Table 5.23: Number of Data Transmitted vs. Mean Absolute
Percentage Error in Random Temperature Data
MAPE

DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

= 0%

NoDT min (%)
100.000
100.000
100.000
99.000
95.333
99.000
99.333
84.167
84.167

MAPE = mean absolute percentage error
DAR = data Abstraction and Reformation
0A0R = zeroth-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
0A1R = zeroth-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
0A2R = zeroth-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
1A0R = first-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
1A1R = first-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
1A2R = first-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
2A0R = second-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
2A1R = second-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
2A2R = second-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
NoDT min = minimum number of data transmitted

From Table 5.23, it is shown that the best DAR schemes in random
temperature data where 𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸 = 0% in the terms of number of
data transmitted are 2A1R and 2A2R.

5.

Root Mean Square Error vs. Number of Packet Transmissions
The comparisons of root mean square error against number of packet
transmissions are shown in Figure 5.49.
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(a) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟔𝟎

(b) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟐𝟎

(c) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟖𝟎
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(d) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟐𝟒𝟎

(e) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟑𝟎𝟎

(f) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟑𝟔𝟎
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(g) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟒𝟐𝟎

(h) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟒𝟖𝟎

(i) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟓𝟒𝟎
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(j) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟔𝟎𝟎

Figure 5.49: Root mean square error vs. number of packet
transmissions in random temperature data

The results of DAR schemes in random temperature data are shown
more details in Table 5.24.

Table 5.24: Root Mean Square Error vs. Number of Packet
Transmissions in Random Temperature Data
NoPT

DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

≤ 300

NoPT = number of packet transmissions
DAR = data abstraction and reformation
0A0R = zeroth-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
0A1R = zeroth-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
0A2R = zeroth-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
1A0R = first-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
1A1R = first-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
1A2R = first-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
2A0R = second-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
2A1R = second-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
2A2R = second-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
RMSE min = minimum root mean square error
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RMSE min
1.450
1.511
2.346
0.061
0.051
0.587
0.009
0.000
0.000

From Table 5.24, it is shown that the best DAR schemes in random
temperature data where 𝑁𝑜𝑃𝑇 ≤ 300 in the terms of root mean
square error are 2A1R and 2A2R.

6.

Root Mean Square Error vs. Number of Data Transmitted
The comparisons of root mean square error against number of data
transmitted are shown in Figure 5.50.

(a) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎%

(b) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟐𝟎%
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(c) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted (%) where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟑𝟎%

(d) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟒𝟎%

(e) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟓𝟎%
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(f) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟔𝟎%

(g) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟕𝟎%

(h) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟖𝟎%
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(i) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟗𝟎%

(j) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎%

Figure 5.50: Root mean square error vs. number of data
transmitted in random temperature data

The results of DAR schemes in random temperature data are shown
more details in Table 5.25.
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Table 5.25: Root Mean Square Error vs. Number of Data
Transmitted in Random Temperature Data
NoDT

DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

≤ 50%

RMSE min
1.450
1.511
2.346
0.153
0.154
1.508
0.201
0.164
0.361

NoDT = number of data transmitted
DAR = data abstraction and reformation
0A0R = zeroth-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
0A1R = zeroth-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
0A2R = zeroth-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
1A0R = first-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
1A1R = first-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
1A2R = first-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
2A0R = second-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
2A1R = second-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
2A2R = second-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
RMSE min = minimum root mean square error

From Table 5.25, it is shown that the best DAR schemes in random
temperature data where 𝑁𝑜𝐷𝑇 ≤ 50% in the terms of root mean
square error is 1A0R.

7.

Mean Absolute Percentage Error

vs.

Number

of Packet

Transmissions
The comparisons of mean absolute percentage error against number
of packet transmissions are shown in Figure 5.51.
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(a) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟔𝟎

(b) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟐𝟎

(c) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟖𝟎
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(d) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟐𝟒𝟎

(e) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟑𝟎𝟎

(f) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟑𝟔𝟎
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(g) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟒𝟐𝟎

(h) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟒𝟖𝟎

(i) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟓𝟒𝟎
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(j) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟔𝟎𝟎

Figure 5.51: Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of
packet transmissions in random temperature data

The results of DAR schemes in random temperature data are shown
more details in Table 5.26.

Table 5.26: Mean Absolute Percentage Error vs. Number of
Packet Transmissions in Random Temperature Data
NoPT

DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

≤ 300

NoPT = number of packet transmissions
DAR = data abstraction and reformation
0A0R = zeroth-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
0A1R = zeroth-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
0A2R = zeroth-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
1A0R = first-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
1A1R = first-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
1A2R = first-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
2A0R = second-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
2A1R = second-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
2A2R = second-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
MAPEmin = minimum mean absolute percentage error
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MAPEmin (%)
3.721
3.782
4.541
0.114
0.059
0.719
0.004
0.000
0.000

From Table 5.26, it is shown that the best DAR schemes in random
temperature data where 𝑁𝑜𝑃𝑇 ≤ 300 in the terms of mean absolute
percentage error are 2A1R and 2A2R.

8.

Mean Absolute Percentage Error vs. Number of Data Transmitted
The comparisons of mean absolute percentage error against number
of data transmitted are shown in Figure 5.52.

(a) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎%

(b) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟐𝟎%
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(c) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟑𝟎%

(d) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟒𝟎%

(e) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟓𝟎%
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(f) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟔𝟎%

(g) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟕𝟎%

(h) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟖𝟎%
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(i) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟗𝟎%

(j) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted (%)
where 𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎%

Figure 5.52: Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of
data transmitted in random temperature data

The results of DAR schemes in random temperature data are shown
more details in Table 5.27.
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Table 5.27: Mean Absolute Percentage Error vs. Number of
Data Transmitted in Random Temperature Data
NoDT

DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

≤ 50%

MAPEmin (%)
3.721
3.782
4.541
0.365
0.279
2.200
0.475
0.246
0.545

NoDT = number of data transmitted
DAR = data abstraction and reformation
0A0R = zeroth-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
0A1R = zeroth-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
0A2R = zeroth-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
1A0R = first-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
1A1R = first-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
1A2R = first-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
2A0R = second-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
2A1R = second-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
2A2R = second-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
MAPEmin = minimum mean absolute percentage error

From Table 5.27, it is shown that the best DAR schemes in random
temperature data where 𝑁𝑜𝐷𝑇 ≤ 50% in the terms of mean absolute
percentage error is 2A1R.

9.

Conclusion
From Table 5.20 – 5.27, it is concluded in Table 5.28, that the best
DAR schemes in burst temperature data is 2A1R.
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Table 5.28: Results of DAR Schemes in Random Temperature
Data
(a) Best DAR Schemes in Random Temperature Data where the 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻 ≤
𝟑𝟎𝟎 and the 𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻 ≤ 𝟓𝟎%
DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

Th
25.895
25.895
25.895
0.447
0.454
0.447
0.545
0.553
0.545

NoPT
300
300
300
177
176
177
155
154
155

NoDT(%)
50.000
50.000
50.000
50.000
49.667
50.000
50.000
49.667
50.000

RMSE
1.450
1.511
2.346
0.153
0.154
1.508
0.201
0.164
0.361

MAPE(%)
3.721
3.782
4.541
0.365
0.279
2.200
0.475
0.246
0.545

(b) Best DAR Schemes in Random Temperature Data where the 𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬 = 𝟎
and 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬 = 𝟎%
DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

Th
22.000
22.000
22.000
0.017
0.042
0.018
0.002
0.104
0.104

NoPT
600
600
600
580
495
578
317
261
261

NoDT(%)
100.000
100.000
100.000
100.000
95.333
99.667
100.000
84.167
84.167

RMSE
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

MAPE(%)
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

DAR = data abstraction and reformation
Th = threshold
NoPT = number of packet transmissions
NoDT = number of packet transmitted
RMSE = root mean square error
MAPE = mean absolute percentage error

5.3.4 Sitting Accelerometer Data
The comparisons among parameters (number of packet transmissions,
number of data transmitted, root mean square error, and mean absolute
percentage error) are as follows.

1.

Number of Packet Transmissions vs. Root Mean Square Error
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The comparisons of number of packet transmissions against root
mean square error are shown in Figure 5.53.

(a) Number of packet transmissions vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟏

(b) Number of packet transmissions vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟎. 𝟏
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(c) Number of packet transmissions vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏

(d) Number of packet transmissions vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎

(e) Number of packet transmissions vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎
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(f) Number of packet transmissions vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟐𝟎𝟎

Figure 5.53: Number of packet transmissions vs. root mean
square error in sitting accelerometer data

The results of DAR schemes in sitting accelerometer data are shown
more details in Table 5.29.

Table 5.29: Number of Packet Transmissions vs. Root Mean
Square Error in Sitting Accelerometer Data
RMSE

DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

≤ 0.25

RMSE = root mean square error
DAR = data abstraction and reformation
0A0R = zeroth-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
0A1R = zeroth-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
0A2R = zeroth-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
1A0R = first-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
1A1R = first-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
1A2R = first-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
2A0R = second-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
2A1R = second-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
2A2R = second-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
NoPT min = minimum number of packet transmissions
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NoPT min
340
321
605
39
80
1025
80
110
865

From Table 5.29, it is shown that the best DAR schemes in sitting
accelerometer data where 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 ≤ 0.25 in the terms of number of
packet transmissions is 1A0R.

2.

Number of Packet Transmissions vs. Mean Absolute Percentage
Error
The comparisons of number of packet transmissions against mean
absolute percentage error are shown in Figure 5.54.

(a) Number of packet transmissions vs. mean absolute percentage error
where 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟏%

(b) Number of packet transmissions vs. mean absolute percentage error
where 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟎. 𝟏%
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(c) Number of packet transmissions vs. mean absolute percentage error
where 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏%

(d) Number of packet transmissions vs. mean absolute percentage error
where 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎%

(e) Number of packet transmissions vs. mean absolute percentage error
where 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎%
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(f) Number of packet transmissions vs. mean absolute percentage error
where 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎%

(g) Number of packet transmissions vs. mean absolute percentage error
where 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎%

(h) Number of packet transmissions vs. mean absolute percentage error
where 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎%
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(i) Number of packet transmissions vs. mean absolute percentage error
where 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟐𝟕𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎%

Figure 5.54: Number of packet transmissions vs. mean absolute
percentage error in sitting accelerometer data

The results of DAR schemes in sitting accelerometer data are shown
more details in Table 5.30.
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Table 5.30: Number of Packet Transmissions vs. Mean
Absolute Percentage Error in Sitting Accelerometer Data
MAPE

DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

≤2.5%

NoPT min
2997
2997
2997
2692
2692
2755
2535
2512
2564

MAPE = mean absolute percentage error
DAR = data Abstraction and Reformation
0A0R = zeroth-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
0A1R = zeroth-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
0A2R = zeroth-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
1A0R = first-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
1A1R = first-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
1A2R = first-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
2A0R = second-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
2A1R = second-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
2A2R = second-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
NoPT min = minimum number of packet transmissions

From Table 5.30, it is shown that the best DAR schemes in sitting
accelerometer data where 𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸 ≤ 2.5% in the terms of number
of packet transmissions is 2A1R.

3.

Number of Data Transmitted vs. Root Mean Square Error
The comparisons of number of data transmitted against root mean
square error are shown in Figure 5.55.
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(a) Number of data transmitted vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟏

(b) Number of data transmitted vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟎. 𝟏

(c) Number of data transmitted vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏
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(d) Number of data transmitted vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎

(e) Number of data transmitted vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎
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(f) Number of data transmitted vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟐𝟎𝟎

Figure 5.55: Number of data transmitted vs. root mean square
error in sitting accelerometer data

The results of DAR schemes in sitting accelerometer data are shown
more details in Table 5.31.

Table 5.31: Number of Data Transmitted vs. Root Mean
Square Error in Sitting Accelerometer Data
RMSE

DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

≤ 0.25

RMSE = root mean square error
DAR = data Abstraction and Reformation
0A0R = zeroth-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
0A1R = zeroth-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
0A2R = zeroth-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
1A0R = first-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
1A1R = first-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
1A2R = first-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
2A0R = second-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
2A1R = second-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
2A2R = second-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
NoDT min = minimum number of data transmitted
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NoDT min (%)
11.333
10.700
20.167
2.433
4.633
46.967
5.400
7.033
50.733

From Table 5.31, it is shown that the best DAR schemes in sitting
accelerometer data where 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 ≤ 0.25 in the terms of number of
data transmitted is 1A0R.

4.

Number of Data Transmitted vs. Mean Absolute Percentage Error
The comparisons of number of data transmitted against mean
absolute percentage error are shown in Figure 5.56.

(a) Number of data transmitted vs. mean absolute percentage error where
𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟏%

(b) Number of data transmitted vs. mean absolute percentage error where
𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟎. 𝟏%
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(c) Number of data transmitted vs. mean absolute percentage error where
𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏%

(d) Number of data transmitted vs. mean absolute percentage error where
𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎%

(e) Number of data transmitted vs. mean absolute percentage error where
𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎%
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(f) Number of data transmitted vs. mean absolute percentage error where
𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎%

(g) Number of data transmitted vs. mean absolute percentage error where
𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎%

(h) Number of data transmitted vs. mean absolute percentage error where
𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎%
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(i) Number of data transmitted vs. mean absolute percentage error where
𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟐𝟕𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎%

Figure 5.56: Number of data transmitted vs. mean absolute
percentage error in sitting accelerometer data

The results of DAR schemes in sitting accelerometer data are shown
more details in Table 5.32.

Table 5.32: Number of Data Transmitted vs. Mean Absolute
Percentage Error in Sitting Accelerometer Data
MAPE

DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

≤ 2.5%

MAPE = mean absolute percentage error
DAR = data Abstraction and Reformation
0A0R = zeroth-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
0A1R = zeroth-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
0A2R = zeroth-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
1A0R = first-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
1A1R = first-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
1A2R = first-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
2A0R = second-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
2A1R = second-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
2A2R = second-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
NoDT min = minimum number of data transmitted
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NoDT min (%)
99.900
99.900
99.900
97.800
97.800
98.533
97.833
97.567
98.267

From Table 5.32, it is shown that the best DAR schemes in sitting
accelerometer data where 𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸 ≤ 2.5% in the terms of number of
data transmitted is 2A1R.

5.

Root Mean Square Error vs. Number of Packet Transmissions
The comparisons of root mean square error against number of packet
transmissions are shown in Figure 5.33.

(a) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟑𝟎𝟎

(b) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟔𝟎𝟎
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(c) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟗𝟎𝟎

(d) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟐𝟎𝟎

(e) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟓𝟎𝟎
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(f) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟖𝟎𝟎

(g) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟐𝟏𝟎𝟎

(h) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟐𝟒𝟎𝟎
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(i) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟐𝟕𝟎𝟎

(j) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟑𝟎𝟎𝟎

Figure 5.57: Root mean square error vs. number of packet
transmissions in sitting accelerometer data

The results of DAR schemes in sitting accelerometer data are shown
more details in Table 5.33.
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Table 5.33: Root Mean Square Error vs. Number of Packet
Transmissions in Sitting Accelerometer Data
NoPT

DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

≤ 2250

RMSE min
0.035
0.029
0.047
0.012
0.012
0.023
0.009
0.008
0.013

NoPT = number of packet transmissions
DAR = data abstraction and reformation
0A0R = zeroth-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
0A1R = zeroth-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
0A2R = zeroth-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
1A0R = first-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
1A1R = first-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
1A2R = first-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
2A0R = second-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
2A1R = second-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
2A2R = second-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
RMSE min = minimum root mean square error

From Table 5.33, it is shown that the best DAR schemes in sitting
accelerometer data where 𝑁𝑜𝑃𝑇 ≤ 2250 in the terms of root mean
square error is 2A1R.

6.

Root Mean Square Error vs. Number of Data Transmitted
The comparisons of root mean square error against number of data
transmitted are shown in Figure 5.58.
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(a) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎%

(b) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟐𝟎%

(c) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted (%) where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟑𝟎%
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(d) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟒𝟎%

(e) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟓𝟎%

(f) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟔𝟎%
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(g) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟕𝟎%

(h) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟖𝟎%

(i) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟗𝟎%
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(j) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎%

Figure 5.58: Root mean square error vs. number of data
transmitted in sitting accelerometer data

The results of DAR schemes in sitting accelerometer data are shown
more details in Table 5.34.

Table 5.34: Root Mean Square Error vs. Number of Data
Transmitted in Sitting Accelerometer Data
NoDT

DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

≤ 75%

NoDT = number of data transmitted
DAR = data abstraction and reformation
0A0R = zeroth-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
0A1R = zeroth-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
0A2R = zeroth-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
1A0R = first-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
1A1R = first-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
1A2R = first-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
2A0R = second-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
2A1R = second-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
2A2R = second-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
RMSE min = minimum root mean square error
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RMSE min
0.035
0.029
0.047
0.024
0.024
0.060
0.026
0.023
0.060

From Table 5.34, it is shown that the best DAR schemes in sitting
accelerometer data where 𝑁𝑜𝐷𝑇 ≤ 75% in the terms of root mean
square error is 2A1R.

7.

Mean Absolute Percentage Error

vs.

Number

of Packet

Transmissions
The comparisons of mean absolute percentage error against number
of packet transmissions are shown in Figure 5.59.

(a) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟑𝟎𝟎

(b) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟔𝟎𝟎
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(c) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟗𝟎𝟎

(d) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟐𝟎𝟎

(e) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟓𝟎𝟎
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(f) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟖𝟎𝟎

(g) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟐𝟏𝟎𝟎

(h) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟐𝟒𝟎𝟎
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(i) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟐𝟕𝟎𝟎

(j) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟑𝟎𝟎𝟎

Figure 5.59: Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of
packet transmissions in sitting accelerometer data

The results of DAR schemes in sitting accelerometer data are shown
more details in Table 5.35.
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Table 5.35: Mean Absolute Percentage Error vs. Number of
Packet Transmissions in Sitting Accelerometer Data
NoPT

DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

≤ 2250

MAPEmin (%)
71.764
58.264
93.515
12.855
12.422
24.345
7.622
6.155
10.673

NoPT = number of packet transmissions
DAR = data abstraction and reformation
0A0R = zeroth-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
0A1R = zeroth-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
0A2R = zeroth-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
1A0R = first-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
1A1R = first-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
1A2R = first-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
2A0R = second-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
2A1R = second-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
2A2R = second-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
MAPEmin = minimum mean absolute percentage error

From Table 5.35, it is shown that the best DAR schemes in sitting
accelerometer data where 𝑁𝑜𝑃𝑇 ≤ 2250 in the terms of mean
absolute percentage error is 2A1R.

8.

Mean Absolute Percentage Error vs. Number of Data Transmitted
The comparisons of mean absolute percentage error against number
of data transmitted are shown in Figure 5.60.
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(a) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎%

(b) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟐𝟎%

(c) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟑𝟎%
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(d) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟒𝟎%

(e) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟓𝟎%

(f) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟔𝟎%
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(g) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟕𝟎%

(h) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟖𝟎%

(i) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟗𝟎%
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(j) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted (%)
where 𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎%

Figure 5.60: Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of
data transmitted in sitting accelerometer data

The results of DAR schemes in sitting accelerometer data are shown
more details in Table 5.36.

Table 5.36: Mean Absolute Percentage Error vs. Number of
Data Transmitted in Sitting Accelerometer Data
NoDT

DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

≤ 75%

NoDT = number of data transmitted
DAR = data abstraction and reformation
0A0R = zeroth-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
0A1R = zeroth-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
0A2R = zeroth-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
1A0R = first-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
1A1R = first-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
1A2R = first-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
2A0R = second-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
2A1R = second-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
2A2R = second-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
MAPEmin = minimum mean absolute percentage error
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MAPEmin (%)
71.764
58.264
93.515
35.055
33.313
85.629
37.859
31.043
83.902

From Table 5.36, it is shown that the best DAR schemes in sitting
accelerometer data where 𝑁𝑜𝐷𝑇 ≤ 75% in the terms of mean
absolute percentage error is 1A1R.

9.

Conclusion
From Table 5.29 – 5.36, it is concluded in Table 5.37, that the best
DAR schemes in sitting accelerometer data is 2A1R.

Table 5.37: Results of DAR Schemes in Sitting Accelerometer
Data
(a) Best DAR Schemes in Sitting Accelerometer Data where the 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻 ≤
𝟐𝟐𝟓𝟎 and 𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻 ≤ 𝟕𝟓%
DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

Th
0.039
0.039
0.039
0.068
0.068
0.068
0.135
0.135
0.135

NoPT
2230
2230
2230
1741
1741
1741
1475
1475
1475
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NoDT(%)
74.333
74.333
74.333
74.033
74.033
74.033
74.833
74.833
74.833

RMSE
0.035
0.029
0.047
0.024
0.024
0.060
0.026
0.023
0.060

MAPE(%)
71.764
58.264
93.515
35.055
33.313
85.629
37.859
31.043
83.902

(b) Best DAR Schemes in Sitting Accelerometer Data where the
and 𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬 ≤ 𝟎. 𝟐𝟓 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬 ≤ 𝟐. 𝟓%
DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

Th
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.034
0.034
0.031
0.072
0.074
0.070

NoPT
2997
2997
2997
2692
2692
2755
2535
2512
2564

NoDT(%)
99.900
99.900
99.900
97.800
97.800
98.533
97.833
97.567
98.267

RMSE
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.004
0.004
0.004
0.005
0.004
0.005

MAPE(%)
2.198
1.965
2.188
2.144
2.202
1.944
2.446
2.382
2.154

DAR = data abstraction and reformation
Th = threshold
NoPT = number of packet transmissions
NoDT = number of packet transmitted
RMSE = root mean square error
MAPE = mean absolute percentage error

5.3.5 Standing Accelerometer Data
The comparisons among parameters (number of packet transmissions,
number of data transmitted, root mean square error, and mean absolute
percentage error) are as follows.

1.

Number of Packet Transmissions vs. Root Mean Square Error
The comparisons of number of packet transmissions against root
mean square error are shown in Figure 5.61.

(a) Number of packet transmissions vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟏
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(b) Number of packet transmissions vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟎. 𝟏

(c) Number of packet transmissions vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏

(d) Number of packet transmissions vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎
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(e) Number of packet transmissions vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎

(f) Number of packet transmissions vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟐𝟕𝟎

Figure 5.61: Number of packet transmissions vs. root mean
square error in standing accelerometer data

The results of DAR schemes in standing accelerometer data are
shown more details in Table 5.38.
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Table 5.38: Number of Packet Transmissions vs. Root Mean
Square Error in Standing Accelerometer Data
RMSE

DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

≤ 0.25

NoPT min
256
187
437
42
30
644
56
59
628

RMSE = root mean square error
DAR = data abstraction and reformation
0A0R = zeroth-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
0A1R = zeroth-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
0A2R = zeroth-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
1A0R = first-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
1A1R = first-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
1A2R = first-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
2A0R = second-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
2A1R = second-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
2A2R = second-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
NoPT min = minimum number of packet transmissions

From Table 5.38, it is shown that the best DAR schemes in standing
accelerometer data where 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 ≤ 0.25 in the terms of number of
packet transmissions is 1A1R.

2.

Number of Packet Transmissions vs. Mean Absolute Percentage
Error
The comparisons of number of packet transmissions against mean
absolute percentage error are shown in Figure 5.62.
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(a) Number of packet transmissions vs. mean absolute percentage error
where 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟏%

(b) Number of packet transmissions vs. mean absolute percentage error
where 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟎. 𝟏%

(c) Number of packet transmissions vs. mean absolute percentage error
where 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏%
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(d) Number of packet transmissions vs. mean absolute percentage error
where 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎%

(e) Number of packet transmissions vs. mean absolute percentage error
where 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎%

(f) Number of packet transmissions vs. mean absolute percentage error
where 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎%
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(g) Number of packet transmissions vs. mean absolute percentage error
where 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎%

(h) Number of packet transmissions vs. mean absolute percentage error
where 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎%
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(i) Number of packet transmissions vs. mean absolute percentage error
where 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟕𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎%

Figure 5.62: Number of packet transmissions vs. mean absolute
percentage error in standing accelerometer data

The results of DAR schemes in standing accelerometer data are
shown more details in Table 5.39.

Table 5.39: Number of Packet Transmissions vs. Mean
Absolute Percentage Error in Standing Accelerometer Data
MAPE

DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

≤2.5%

MAPE = mean absolute percentage error
DAR = data Abstraction and Reformation
0A0R = zeroth-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
0A1R = zeroth-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
0A2R = zeroth-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
1A0R = first-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
1A1R = first-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
1A2R = first-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
2A0R = second-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
2A1R = second-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
2A2R = second-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
NoPT min = minimum number of packet transmissions
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NoPT min
2993
2993
2993
2679
2679
2718
2449
2419
2531

From Table 5.39, it is shown that the best DAR schemes in standing
accelerometer data where 𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸 = 2.5% in the terms of number
of packet transmissions is 2A1R.

3.

Number of Data Transmitted vs. Root Mean Square Error
The comparisons of number of data transmitted against root mean
square error are shown in Figure 5.63.

(a) Number of data transmitted vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟏

(b) Number of data transmitted vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟎. 𝟏
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(c) Number of data transmitted vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏

(d) Number of data transmitted vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎

(e) Number of data transmitted vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎
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(f) Number of data transmitted vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟐𝟕𝟎

Figure 5.63: Number of data transmitted vs. root mean square
error in standing accelerometer data

The results of DAR schemes in standing accelerometer data are
shown more details in Table 5.40.

Table 5.40: Number of Data Transmitted vs. Root Mean
Square Error in Standing Accelerometer Data
RMSE

DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

≤ 0.25

RMSE = root mean square error
DAR = data Abstraction and Reformation
0A0R = zeroth-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
0A1R = zeroth-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
0A2R = zeroth-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
1A0R = first-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
1A1R = first-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
1A2R = first-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
2A0R = second-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
2A1R = second-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
2A2R = second-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
NoDT min = minimum number of data transmitted
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NoDT min (%)
8.533
6.233
14.567
2.233
1.733
31.200
3.600
3.833
37.433

From Table 5.40, it is shown that the best DAR schemes in standing
accelerometer data where 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 ≤ 0.25 in the terms of number of
data transmitted is 1A1R.

4.

Number of Data Transmitted vs. Mean Absolute Percentage Error
The comparisons of number of data transmitted against mean
absolute percentage error are shown in Figure 5.64.

(a) Number of data transmitted vs. mean absolute percentage error where
𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟏%

(b) Number of data transmitted vs. mean absolute percentage error where
𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟎. 𝟏%
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(c) Number of data transmitted vs. mean absolute percentage error where
𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏%

(d) Number of data transmitted vs. mean absolute percentage error where
𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎%

(e) Number of data transmitted vs. mean absolute percentage error where
𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎%
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(f) Number of data transmitted vs. mean absolute percentage error where
𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎%

(g) Number of data transmitted vs. mean absolute percentage error where
𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎%

(h) Number of data transmitted vs. mean absolute percentage error where
𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎%
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(i) Number of data transmitted vs. mean absolute percentage error where
𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟔𝟑𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎%

Figure 5.64: Number of data transmitted vs. mean absolute
percentage error in standing accelerometer data

The results of DAR schemes in standing accelerometer data are
shown more details in Table 5.41.

Table 5.41: Number of Data Transmitted vs. Mean Absolute
Percentage Error in Standing Accelerometer Data
MAPE

DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

≤ 2.5%

MAPE = mean absolute percentage error
DAR = data Abstraction and Reformation
0A0R = zeroth-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
0A1R = zeroth-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
0A2R = zeroth-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
1A0R = first-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
1A1R = first-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
1A2R = first-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
2A0R = second-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
2A1R = second-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
2A2R = second-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
NoDT min = minimum number of data transmitted
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NoDT min (%)
99.767
99.767
99.767
97.500
97.500
98.033
97.133
96.633
98.067

From Table 5.41, it is shown that the best DAR schemes in standing
accelerometer data where 𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸 ≤ 0.25% in the terms of number
of data transmitted is 2A1R.

5.

Root Mean Square Error vs. Number of Packet Transmissions
The comparisons of root mean square error against number of packet
transmissions are shown in Figure 5.65.

(a) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟑𝟎𝟎

(b) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟔𝟎𝟎
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(c) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟗𝟎𝟎

(d) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟐𝟎𝟎

(e) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟓𝟎𝟎
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(f) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟖𝟎𝟎

(g) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟐𝟏𝟎𝟎

(h) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟐𝟒𝟎𝟎
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(i) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟐𝟕𝟎𝟎

(j) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟑𝟎𝟎𝟎

Figure 5.65: Root mean square error vs. number of packet
transmissions in standing accelerometer data

The results of DAR schemes in standing accelerometer data are
shown more details in Table 5.42.
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Table 5.42: Root Mean Square Error vs. Number of Packet
Transmissions in Standing Accelerometer Data
NoPT

DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

≤ 2250

RMSE min
0.029
0.024
0.039
0.008
0.007
0.015
0.006
0.005
0.007

NoPT = number of packet transmissions
DAR = data abstraction and reformation
0A0R = zeroth-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
0A1R = zeroth-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
0A2R = zeroth-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
1A0R = first-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
1A1R = first-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
1A2R = first-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
2A0R = second-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
2A1R = second-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
2A2R = second-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
RMSE min = minimum root mean square error

From Table 5.42, it is shown that the best DAR schemes in standing
accelerometer data where 𝑁𝑜𝑃𝑇 ≤ 2250 in the terms of root mean
square error is 2A1R.

6.

Root Mean Square Error vs. Number of Data Transmitted
The comparisons of root mean square error against number of data
transmitted are shown in Figure 5.66.
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(a) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎%

(b) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟐𝟎%

(c) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted (%) where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟑𝟎%
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(d) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟒𝟎%

(e) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟓𝟎%

(f) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟔𝟎%
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(g) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟕𝟎%

(h) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟖𝟎%

(i) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟗𝟎%
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(j) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎%

Figure 5.66: Root mean square error vs. number of data
transmitted in standing accelerometer data

The results of DAR schemes in standing accelerometer data are
shown more details in Table 5.43.

Table 5.43: Root Mean Square Error vs. Number of Data
Transmitted in Standing Accelerometer Data
NoDT

DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

≤ 75%

NoDT = number of data transmitted
DAR = data abstraction and reformation
0A0R = zeroth-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
0A1R = zeroth-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
0A2R = zeroth-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
1A0R = first-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
1A1R = first-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
1A2R = first-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
2A0R = second-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
2A1R = second-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
2A2R = second-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
RMSE min = minimum root mean square error
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RMSE min
0.029
0.024
0.039
0.015
0.015
0.041
0.018
0.015
0.040

From Table 5.43, it is shown that the best DAR schemes in standing
accelerometer data where 𝑁𝑜𝐷𝑇 ≤ 75% in the terms of root mean
square error are 1A0R, 1A1R, and 2A1R.

7.

Mean Absolute Percentage Error

vs.

Number

of Packet

Transmissions
The comparisons of mean absolute percentage error against number
of packet transmissions are shown in Figure 5.67.

(a) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟑𝟎𝟎

(b) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟔𝟎𝟎
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(c) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟗𝟎𝟎

(d) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟐𝟎𝟎

(e) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟓𝟎𝟎
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(f) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟖𝟎𝟎

(g) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟐𝟏𝟎𝟎

(h) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟐𝟒𝟎𝟎
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(i) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟐𝟕𝟎𝟎

(j) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟑𝟎𝟎𝟎

Figure 5.67: Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of
packet transmissions in standing accelerometer data

The results of DAR schemes in standing accelerometer data are
shown more details in Table 5.44.
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Table 5.44: Mean Absolute Percentage Error vs. Number of
Packet Transmissions in Standing Accelerometer Data
NoPT

DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

≤ 2250

MAPEmin (%)
75.065
60.019
92.369
9.706
9.019
18.856
6.006
4.692
7.056

NoPT = number of packet transmissions
DAR = data abstraction and reformation
0A0R = zeroth-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
0A1R = zeroth-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
0A2R = zeroth-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
1A0R = first-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
1A1R = first-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
1A2R = first-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
2A0R = second-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
2A1R = second-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
2A2R = second-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
MAPEmin = minimum mean absolute percentage error

From Table 5.44, it is shown that the best DAR schemes in standing
accelerometer data where 𝑁𝑜𝑃𝑇 ≤ 2250 in the terms of mean
absolute percentage error is 2A1R.

8.

Mean Absolute Percentage Error vs. Number of Data Transmitted
The comparisons of mean absolute percentage error against number
of data transmitted are shown in Figure 5.68.
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(a) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎%

(b) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟐𝟎%

(c) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟑𝟎%
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(d) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟒𝟎%

(e) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟓𝟎%

(f) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟔𝟎%
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(g) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟕𝟎%

(h) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟖𝟎%

(i) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟗𝟎%
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(j) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎%

Figure 5.68: Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of
data transmitted in standing accelerometer data

The results of DAR schemes in standing accelerometer data are
shown more details in Table 5.45.

Table 5.45: Mean Absolute Percentage Error vs. Number of
Data Transmitted in Standing Accelerometer Data
NoDT

DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

≤ 75%

NoDT = number of data transmitted
DAR = data abstraction and reformation
0A0R = zeroth-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
0A1R = zeroth-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
0A2R = zeroth-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
1A0R = first-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
1A1R = first-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
1A2R = first-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
2A0R = second-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
2A1R = second-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
2A2R = second-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
MAPEmin = minimum mean absolute percentage error
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MAPEmin (%)
75.065
60.019
92.369
28.188
25.181
72.377
31.636
25.341
68.645

From Table 5.45, it is shown that the best DAR schemes in standing
accelerometer data where 𝑁𝑜𝐷𝑇 ≤ 75% in the terms of mean
absolute percentage error is 1A1R.

9.

Conclusion
From Table 5.38 – 5.45, it is concluded in Table 5.46, that the best
DAR schemes in standing accelerometer data is 2A1R.

Table 5.46: Results of DAR Schemes in Standing
Accelerometer Data
(a) Best DAR Schemes in Standing Accelerometer Data where the 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻 ≤
𝟐𝟐𝟓𝟎 and 𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻 ≤ 𝟕𝟓%
DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

Th
0.032
0.032
0.032
0.046
0.046
0.046
0.090
0.090
0.090

NoPT
2232
2232
2232
1724
1724
1724
1476
1476
1476
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NoDT(%)
74.400
74.400
74.400
74.467
74.467
74.467
74.400
74.400
74.400

RMSE
0.029
0.024
0.040
0.015
0.015
0.041
0.018
0.015
0.040

MAPE(%)
75.065
60.019
92.369
28.188
25.181
72.377
31.636
25.341
68.645

(b) Best DAR Schemes in Standing Accelerometer Data where the 𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬 ≤
𝟎. 𝟐𝟓 and 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬 ≤ 𝟐. 𝟓%
DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

Th
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.021
0.021
0.020
0.048
0.049
0.045

NoPT
2993
2993
2993
2679
2679
2718
2449
2419
2531

NoDT(%)
99.767
99.767
99.767
97.500
97.500
98.033
97.133
96.633
98.067

RMSE
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.002
0.003
0.003
0.003
0.003
0.003

MAPE(%)
1.450
1.559
2.081
1.984
2.098
2.482
2.487
2.398
2.112

DAR = data abstraction and reformation
Th = threshold
NoPT = number of packet transmissions
NoDT = number of packet transmitted
RMSE = root mean square error
MAPE = mean absolute percentage error

5.3.6 Walking Accelerometer Data
The comparisons among parameters (number of packet transmissions,
number of data transmitted, root mean square error, and mean absolute
percentage error) are as follows.

1.

Number of Packet Transmissions vs. Root Mean Square Error
The comparisons of number of packet transmissions against root
mean square error are shown in Figure 5.69.

(a) Number of packet transmissions vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟏
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(b) Number of packet transmissions vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟎. 𝟏

(c) Number of packet transmissions vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏

(d) Number of packet transmissions vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎
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(e) Number of packet transmissions vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎

(f) Number of packet transmissions vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎
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(g) Number of packet transmissions vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟔𝟎𝟎

Figure 5.69: Number of packet transmissions vs. root mean
square error in walking accelerometer data

The results of DAR schemes in walking accelerometer data are
shown more details in Table 5.47.

Table 5.47: Number of Packet Transmissions vs. Root Mean
Square Error in Walking Accelerometer Data
RMSE

DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

≤ 0.25

RMSE = root mean square error
DAR = data abstraction and reformation
0A0R = zeroth-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
0A1R = zeroth-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
0A2R = zeroth-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
1A0R = first-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
1A1R = first-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
1A2R = first-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
2A0R = second-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
2A1R = second-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
2A2R = second-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
NoPT min = minimum number of packet transmissions
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NoPT min
2706
2447
2733
1646
1566
1985
1622
1408
1692

From Table 5.47, it is shown that the best DAR schemes in walking
accelerometer data where 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 ≤ 0.25 in the terms of number of
packet transmissions is 2A1R.

2.

Number of Packet Transmissions vs. Mean Absolute Percentage
Error
The comparisons of number of packet transmissions against mean
absolute percentage error are shown in Figure 5.70.

(a) Number of packet transmissions vs. mean absolute percentage error
where 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟏%

(b) Number of packet transmissions vs. mean absolute percentage error
where 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟎. 𝟏%
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(c) Number of packet transmissions vs. mean absolute percentage error
where 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏%

(d) Number of packet transmissions vs. mean absolute percentage error
where 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎%

(e) Number of packet transmissions vs. mean absolute percentage error
where 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎%
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(f) Number of packet transmissions vs. mean absolute percentage error
where 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎%

(g) Number of packet transmissions vs. mean absolute percentage error
where 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎%

(h) Number of packet transmissions vs. mean absolute percentage error
where 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎%
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(i) Number of packet transmissions vs. mean absolute percentage error
where 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟔𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎%

Figure 5.70: Number of packet transmissions vs. mean absolute
percentage error in walking accelerometer data

The results of DAR schemes in walking accelerometer data are
shown more details in Table 5.48.

Table 5.48: Number of Packet Transmissions vs. Mean
Absolute Percentage Error in Walking Accelerometer Data
MAPE

DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

≤ 2.5%

MAPE = mean absolute percentage error
DAR = data Abstraction and Reformation
0A0R = zeroth-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
0A1R = zeroth-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
0A2R = zeroth-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
1A0R = first-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
1A1R = first-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
1A2R = first-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
2A0R = second-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
2A1R = second-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
2A2R = second-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
NoPT min = minimum number of packet transmissions
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NoPT min
2973
2958
2969
2356
2343
2516
2294
2177
2256

From Table 5.48, it is shown that the best DAR schemes in walking
accelerometer data where 𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸 ≤ 2.5% in the terms of number
of packet transmissions is 2A1R.

3.

Number of Data Transmitted vs. Root Mean Square Error
The comparisons of number of data transmitted against root mean
square error are shown in Figure 5.71.

(a) Number of data transmitted vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟏

(b) Number of data transmitted vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟎. 𝟏
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(c) Number of data transmitted vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏

(d) Number of data transmitted vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎

(e) Number of data transmitted vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎
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(f) Number of data transmitted vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎

(g) Number of data transmitted vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟔𝟎𝟎

Figure 5.71: Number of data transmitted vs. root mean square
error in walking accelerometer data

The results of DAR schemes in walking accelerometer data are
shown more details in Table 5.49.
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Table 5.49: Number of Data Transmitted vs. Root Mean
Square Error in Walking Accelerometer Data
RMSE

DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

≤ 0.25

NoDT min (%)
90.200
81.567
91.100
77.333
74.867
86.433
79.900
73.800
81.433

RMSE = root mean square error
DAR = data Abstraction and Reformation
0A0R = zeroth-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
0A1R = zeroth-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
0A2R = zeroth-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
1A0R = first-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
1A1R = first-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
1A2R = first-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
2A0R = second-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
2A1R = second-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
2A2R = second-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
NoDT min = minimum number of data transmitted

From Table 5.49, it is shown that the best DAR schemes in walking
accelerometer data where 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 ≤ 0.25 in the terms of number of
data transmitted is 2A1R.

4.

Number of Data Transmitted vs. Mean Absolute Percentage Error
The comparisons of number of data transmitted against mean
absolute percentage error are shown in Figure 5.72.
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(a) Number of data transmitted vs. mean absolute percentage error where
𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟏%

(b) Number of data transmitted vs. mean absolute percentage error where
𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟎. 𝟏%

(c) Number of data transmitted vs. mean absolute percentage error where
𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏%
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(d) Number of data transmitted vs. mean absolute percentage error where
𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎%

(e) Number of data transmitted vs. mean absolute percentage error where
𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎%

(f) Number of data transmitted vs. mean absolute percentage error where
𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎%
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(g) Number of data transmitted vs. mean absolute percentage error where
𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎%

(h) Number of data transmitted vs. mean absolute percentage error where
𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎%
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(i) Number of data transmitted vs. mean absolute percentage error where
𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟔𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎%

Figure 5.72: Number of data transmitted vs. mean absolute
percentage error in walking accelerometer data

The results of DAR schemes in walking accelerometer data are
shown more details in Table 5.50.

Table 5.50: Number of Data Transmitted vs. Mean Absolute
Percentage Error in Walking Accelerometer Data
MAPE

DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

≤ 2.5%

MAPE = mean absolute percentage error
DAR = data Abstraction and Reformation
0A0R = zeroth-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
0A1R = zeroth-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
0A2R = zeroth-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
1A0R = first-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
1A1R = first-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
1A2R = first-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
2A0R = second-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
2A1R = second-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
2A2R = second-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
NoDT min = minimum number of data transmitted
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NoDT min (%)
99.100
98.600
98.967
94.633
94.333
96.700
96.067
93.933
95.433

From Table 5.50, it is shown that the best DAR schemes in walking
accelerometer data where 𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸 ≤ 0.1% in the terms of number of
data transmitted is 2A1R.

5.

Root Mean Square Error vs. Number of Packet Transmissions
The comparisons of root mean square error against number of packet
transmissions are shown in Figure 5.73.

(a) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟑𝟎𝟎

(b) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟔𝟎𝟎
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(c) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟗𝟎𝟎

(d) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟐𝟎𝟎

(e) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟓𝟎𝟎
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(f) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟖𝟎𝟎

(g) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟐𝟏𝟎𝟎

(h) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟐𝟒𝟎𝟎
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(i) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟐𝟕𝟎𝟎

(j) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟑𝟎𝟎𝟎

Figure 5.73: Root mean square error vs. number of packet
transmissions in walking accelerometer data

The results of DAR schemes in walking accelerometer data are
shown more details in Table 5.51.
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Table 5.51: Root Mean Square Error vs. Number of Packet
Transmissions in Walking Accelerometer Data
NoPT

DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

≤ 2250

RMSE min
0.455
0.293
0.463
0.084
0.079
0.148
0.086
0.050
0.069

NoPT = number of packet transmissions
DAR = data abstraction and reformation
0A0R = zeroth-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
0A1R = zeroth-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
0A2R = zeroth-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
1A0R = first-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
1A1R = first-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
1A2R = first-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
2A0R = second-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
2A1R = second-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
2A2R = second-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
RMSE min = minimum root mean square error

From Table 5.51, it is shown that the best DAR schemes in walking
accelerometer data where 𝑁𝑜𝑃𝑇 ≤ 2250 in the terms of root mean
square error is 2A1R.

6.

Root Mean Square Error vs. Number of Data Transmitted
The comparisons of root mean square error against number of data
transmitted are shown in Figure 5.74.
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(a) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎%

(b) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟐𝟎%

(c) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted (%) where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟑𝟎%
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(d) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟒𝟎%

(e) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟓𝟎%

(f) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟔𝟎%
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(g) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟕𝟎%

(h) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟖𝟎%

(i) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟗𝟎%
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(j) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎%

Figure 5.74: Root mean square error vs. number of data
transmitted in walking accelerometer data

The results of DAR schemes in walking accelerometer data are
shown more details in Table 5.52.

Table 5.52: Root Mean Square Error vs. Number of Data
Transmitted in Walking Accelerometer Data
NoDT

DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

≤ 75%

NoDT = number of data transmitted
DAR = data abstraction and reformation
0A0R = zeroth-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
0A1R = zeroth-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
0A2R = zeroth-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
1A0R = first-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
1A1R = first-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
1A2R = first-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
2A0R = second-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
2A1R = second-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
2A2R = second-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
RMSE min = minimum root mean square error
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RMSE min
0.455
0.293
0.463
0.279
0.247
0.658
0.322
0.238
0.406

From Table 5.52, it is shown that the best DAR schemes in walking
accelerometer data where 𝑁𝑜𝐷𝑇 ≤ 75% in the terms of root mean
square error is 2A1R.

7.

Mean Absolute Percentage Error

vs.

Number

of Packet

Transmissions
The comparisons of mean absolute percentage error against number
of packet transmissions are shown in Figure 5.75.

(a) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟑𝟎𝟎

(b) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟔𝟎𝟎
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(c) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟗𝟎𝟎

(d) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟐𝟎𝟎

(e) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟓𝟎𝟎
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(f) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟖𝟎𝟎

(g) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟐𝟏𝟎𝟎

(h) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟐𝟒𝟎𝟎
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(i) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟐𝟕𝟎𝟎

(j) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟑𝟎𝟎𝟎

Figure 5.75: Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of
packet transmissions in walking accelerometer data

The results of DAR schemes in walking accelerometer data are
shown more details in Table 5.53.
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Table 5.53: Mean Absolute Percentage Error vs. Number of
Packet Transmissions in Walking Accelerometer Data
NoPT

DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

≤ 2250

MAPEmin (%)
42.551
26.816
40.426
3.631
3.361
6.206
3.063
1.882
2.541

NoPT = number of packet transmissions
DAR = data abstraction and reformation
0A0R = zeroth-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
0A1R = zeroth-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
0A2R = zeroth-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
1A0R = first-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
1A1R = first-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
1A2R = first-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
2A0R = second-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
2A1R = second-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
2A2R = second-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
MAPEmin = minimum mean absolute percentage error

From Table 5.53, it is shown that the best DAR schemes in walking
accelerometer data where 𝑁𝑜𝑃𝑇 ≤ 2250 in the terms of mean
absolute percentage error is 2A1R.

8.

Mean Absolute Percentage Error vs. Number of Data Transmitted
The comparisons of mean absolute percentage error against number
of data transmitted are shown in Figure 5.76.
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(a) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎%

(b) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟐𝟎%

(c) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟑𝟎%
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(d) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟒𝟎%

(e) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟓𝟎%

(f) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟔𝟎%
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(g) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟕𝟎%

(h) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟖𝟎%

(i) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟗𝟎%
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(j) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted (%)
where 𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎%

Figure 5.76: Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of
data transmitted in walking accelerometer data

The results of DAR schemes in walking accelerometer data are
shown more details in Table 5.54.

Table 5.54: Mean Absolute Percentage Error vs. Number of
Data Transmitted in Walking Accelerometer Data
NoDT

DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

≤ 75%

NoDT = number of data transmitted
DAR = data abstraction and reformation
0A0R = zeroth-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
0A1R = zeroth-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
0A2R = zeroth-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
1A0R = first-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
1A1R = first-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
1A2R = first-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
2A0R = second-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
2A1R = second-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
2A2R = second-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
MAPEmin = minimum mean absolute percentage error
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MAPEmin (%)
42.551
26.816
40.426
18.878
14.950
42.631
23.266
16.513
28.755

From Table 5.54, it is shown that the best DAR schemes in walking
accelerometer data where 𝑁𝑜𝐷𝑇 ≤ 75% in the terms of mean
absolute percentage error is 1A1R.

9.

Conclusion
From Table 5.47 – 5.54, it is concluded in Table 5.55, that the best
DAR schemes in walking accelerometer data is 2A1R.

Table 5.55: Results of DAR Schemes in Walking Accelerometer
Data
(a) Best DAR Schemes in Walking Accelerometer Data where the 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻 ≤
𝟐𝟐𝟓𝟎 and 𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻 ≤ 𝟕𝟓%
DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

Th
0.693
0.693
0.693
0.944
0.944
0.945
1.346
1.346
1.346

NoPT
2248
2248
2248
1572
1572
1569
1439
1439
1439
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NoDT(%)
74.933
74.933
74.933
75.000
75.000
74.933
75.000
75.000
75.000

RMSE
0.455
0.293
0.468
0.247
0.247
0.248
0.322
0.238
0.406

MAPE(%)
42.551
26.816
40.426
14.950
14.950
15.003
23.266
16.513
28.755

(b) Best DAR Schemes in Walking Accelerometer Data where the 𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬 ≤
𝟎. 𝟐𝟓 and 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬 ≤ 𝟐. 𝟓%
DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

Th
0.270
0.310
0.288
0.442
0.443
0.444
0.631
0.698
0.657

NoPT
2973
2958
2969
2347
2345
2343
2294
2177
2256

NoDT(%)
99.100
98.600
98.967
94.400
94.367
94.333
96.067
93.933
95.433

RMSE
0.050
0.050
0.049
0.061
0.062
0.062
0.074
0.060
0.068

MAPE(%)
2.450
2.448
2.278
2.376
2.402
2.410
2.499
2.479
2.488

DAR = data abstraction and reformation
Th = threshold
NoPT = number of packet transmissions
NoDT = number of packet transmitted
RMSE = root mean square error
MAPE = mean absolute percentage error

5.3.7 Running Accelerometer Data
The comparisons among parameters (number of packet transmissions,
number of data transmitted, root mean square error, and mean absolute
percentage error) are as follows.

1.

Number of Packet Transmissions vs. Root Mean Square Error
The comparisons of number of packet transmissions against root
mean square error are shown in Figure 5.77.

(a) Number of packet transmissions vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟏
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(b) Number of packet transmissions vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟎. 𝟏

(c) Number of packet transmissions vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏

(d) Number of packet transmissions vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎
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(e) Number of packet transmissions vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎

(f) Number of packet transmissions vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎
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(g) Number of packet transmissions vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟐𝟕𝟎𝟎

Figure 5.77: Number of packet transmissions vs. root mean
square error in running accelerometer data

The results of DAR schemes in running accelerometer data are
shown more details in Table 5.56.

Table 5.56: Number of Packet Transmissions vs. Root Mean
Square Error in Running Accelerometer Data
RMSE

DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

≤ 0.25

RMSE = root mean square error
DAR = data abstraction and reformation
0A0R = zeroth-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
0A1R = zeroth-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
0A2R = zeroth-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
1A0R = first-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
1A1R = first-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
1A2R = first-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
2A0R = second-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
2A1R = second-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
2A2R = second-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
NoPT min = minimum number of packet transmissions
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NoPT min
2977
2914
2956
2312
2312
2524
2040
1887
1944

From Table 5.56, it is shown that the best DAR schemes in running
accelerometer data where 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 ≤ 0.25 in the terms of number of
packet transmissions is 2A1R.

2.

Number of Packet Transmissions vs. Mean Absolute Percentage
Error
The comparisons of number of packet transmissions against mean
absolute percentage error are shown in Figure 5.78.

(a) Number of packet transmissions vs. mean absolute percentage error
where 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟏%

(b) Number of packet transmissions vs. mean absolute percentage error
where 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟎. 𝟏%
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(c) Number of packet transmissions vs. mean absolute percentage error
where 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏%

(d) Number of packet transmissions vs. mean absolute percentage error
where 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎%

(e) Number of packet transmissions vs. mean absolute percentage error
where 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎%
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(f) Number of packet transmissions vs. mean absolute percentage error
where 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎%

(g) Number of packet transmissions vs. mean absolute percentage error
where 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎%

(h) Number of packet transmissions vs. mean absolute percentage error
where 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎%
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(i) Number of packet transmissions vs. mean absolute percentage error
where 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟒𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎%

Figure 5.78: Number of packet transmissions vs. mean absolute
percentage error in running accelerometer data

The results of DAR schemes in running accelerometer data are
shown more details in Table 5.57.

Table 5.57: Number of Packet Transmissions vs. Mean
Absolute Percentage Error in Running Accelerometer Data
MAPE

DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

≤ 2.5%

MAPE = mean absolute percentage error
DAR = data Abstraction and Reformation
0A0R = zeroth-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
0A1R = zeroth-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
0A2R = zeroth-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
1A0R = first-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
1A1R = first-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
1A2R = first-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
2A0R = second-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
2A1R = second-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
2A2R = second-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
NoPT min = minimum number of packet transmissions
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NoPT min
2995
2992
2995
2438
2546
2605
2228
2206
2217

From Table 5.57, it is shown that the best DAR schemes in running
accelerometer data where 𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸 ≤ 2.5% in the terms of number
of packet transmissions is 2A1R.

3.

Number of Data Transmitted vs. Root Mean Square Error
The comparisons of number of data transmitted against root mean
square error are shown in Figure 5.79.

(a) Number of data transmitted vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟏

(b) Number of data transmitted vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟎. 𝟏
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(c) Number of data transmitted vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏

(d) Number of data transmitted vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎

(e) Number of data transmitted vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎
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(f) Number of data transmitted vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎

(g) Number of data transmitted vs. root mean square error where
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟐𝟕𝟎𝟎

Figure 5.79: Number of data transmitted vs. root mean square
error in running accelerometer data

The results of DAR schemes in running accelerometer data are
shown more details in Table 5.58.
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Table 5.58: Number of Data Transmitted vs. Root Mean
Square Error in Running Accelerometer Data
RMSE

DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

≤ 0.25

NoDT min (%)
99.233
97.133
98.533
93.200
93.200
96.667
96.300
94.633
95.333

RMSE = root mean square error
DAR = data Abstraction and Reformation
0A0R = zeroth-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
0A1R = zeroth-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
0A2R = zeroth-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
1A0R = first-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
1A1R = first-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
1A2R = first-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
2A0R = second-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
2A1R = second-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
2A2R = second-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
NoDT min = minimum number of data transmitted

From Table 5.58, it is shown that the best DAR schemes in running
accelerometer data where 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 ≤ 0.1 in the terms of number of
data transmitted are 1A0R and 1A1R.

4.

Number of Data Transmitted vs. Mean Absolute Percentage Error
The comparisons of number of data transmitted against mean
absolute percentage error are shown in Figure 5.80.
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(a) Number of data transmitted vs. mean absolute percentage error where
𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟏%

(b) Number of data transmitted vs. mean absolute percentage error where
𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟎. 𝟏%

(c) Number of data transmitted vs. mean absolute percentage error where
𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏%
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(d) Number of data transmitted vs. mean absolute percentage error where
𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎%

(e) Number of data transmitted vs. mean absolute percentage error where
𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎%

(f) Number of data transmitted vs. mean absolute percentage error where
𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎%
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(g) Number of data transmitted vs. mean absolute percentage error where
𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎%

(h) Number of data transmitted vs. mean absolute percentage error where
𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎%
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(i) Number of data transmitted vs. mean absolute percentage error where
𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟒𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎%

Figure 5.80: Number of data transmitted vs. mean absolute
percentage error in running accelerometer data

The results of DAR schemes in running accelerometer data are
shown more details in Table 5.59.

Table 5.59: Number of Data Transmitted vs. Mean Absolute
Percentage Error in Running Accelerometer Data
MAPE

DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

≤ 2.5%

MAPE = mean absolute percentage error
DAR = data Abstraction and Reformation
0A0R = zeroth-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
0A1R = zeroth-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
0A2R = zeroth-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
1A0R = first-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
1A1R = first-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
1A2R = first-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
2A0R = second-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
2A1R = second-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
2A2R = second-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
NoDT min = minimum number of data transmitted
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NoDT min (%)
99.833
99.733
99.833
95.500
96.933
97.533
98.100
97.733
97.967

From Table 5.59, it is shown that the best DAR schemes in running
accelerometer data where 𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸 ≤ 2.5% in the terms of number of
data transmitted is 1A0R.

5.

Root Mean Square Error vs. Number of Packet Transmissions
The comparisons of root mean square error against number of packet
transmissions are shown in Figure 5.81.

(a) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟑𝟎𝟎

(b) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟔𝟎𝟎
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(c) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟗𝟎𝟎

(d) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟐𝟎𝟎

(e) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟓𝟎𝟎
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(f) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟖𝟎𝟎

(g) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟐𝟏𝟎𝟎

(h) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟐𝟒𝟎𝟎
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(i) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟐𝟕𝟎𝟎

(j) Root mean square error vs. number of packet transmissions where
𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟑𝟎𝟎𝟎

Figure 5.81: Root mean square error vs. number of packet
transmissions in running accelerometer data

The results of DAR schemes in running accelerometer data are
shown more details in Table 5.60.
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Table 5.60: Root Mean Square Error vs. Number of Packet
Transmissions in Running Accelerometer Data
NoPT

DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

≤ 2250

RMSE min
1.698
0.920
1.495
0.282
0.281
0.460
0.168
0.102
0.129

NoPT = number of packet transmissions
DAR = data abstraction and reformation
0A0R = zeroth-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
0A1R = zeroth-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
0A2R = zeroth-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
1A0R = first-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
1A1R = first-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
1A2R = first-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
2A0R = second-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
2A1R = second-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
2A2R = second-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
RMSE min = minimum root mean square error

From Table 5.60, it is shown that the best DAR schemes in running
accelerometer data where 𝑁𝑜𝑃𝑇 ≤ 2250 in the terms of root mean
square error is 2A1R.

6.

Root Mean Square Error vs. Number of Data Transmitted
The comparisons of root mean square error against number of data
transmitted are shown in Figure 5.82.
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(a) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎%

(b) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟐𝟎%

(c) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted (%) where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟑𝟎%
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(d) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟒𝟎%

(e) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟓𝟎%

(f) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟔𝟎%
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(g) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟕𝟎%

(h) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟖𝟎%

(i) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟗𝟎%
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(j) Root mean square error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎%

Figure 5.82: Root mean square error vs. number of data
transmitted in running accelerometer data

The results of DAR schemes in running accelerometer data are
shown more details in Table 5.61.

Table 5.61: Root Mean Square Error vs. Number of Data
Transmitted in Running Accelerometer Data
NoDT

DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

≤ 75%

NoDT = number of data transmitted
DAR = data abstraction and reformation
0A0R = zeroth-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
0A1R = zeroth-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
0A2R = zeroth-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
1A0R = first-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
1A1R = first-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
1A2R = first-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
2A0R = second-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
2A1R = second-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
2A2R = second-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
RMSE min = minimum root mean square error
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RMSE min
1.698
0.920
1.495
0.824
0.825
1.505
1.112
0.996
1.702

From Table 5.61, it is shown that the best DAR schemes in running
accelerometer data where 𝑁𝑜𝐷𝑇 ≤ 75% in the terms of root mean
square error is 1A0R.

7.

Mean Absolute Percentage Error

vs.

Number

of Packet

Transmissions
The comparisons of mean absolute percentage error against number
of packet transmissions are shown in Figure 5.83.

(a) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟑𝟎𝟎

(b) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟔𝟎𝟎
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(c) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟗𝟎𝟎

(d) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟐𝟎𝟎

(e) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟓𝟎𝟎
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(f) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟖𝟎𝟎

(g) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟐𝟏𝟎𝟎

(h) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟐𝟒𝟎𝟎
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(i) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟐𝟕𝟎𝟎

(j) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of packet transmission
where 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟑𝟎𝟎𝟎

Figure 5.83: Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of
packet transmissions in running accelerometer data

The results of DAR schemes in running accelerometer data are
shown more details in Table 5.62.
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Table 5.62: Mean Absolute Percentage Error vs. Number of
Packet Transmissions in Running Accelerometer Data
NoPT

DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

≤ 2250

MAPEmin (%)
92.703
49.600
73.653
4.544
5.013
7.469
2.287
2.019
2.240

NoPT = number of packet transmissions
DAR = data abstraction and reformation
0A0R = zeroth-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
0A1R = zeroth-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
0A2R = zeroth-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
1A0R = first-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
1A1R = first-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
1A2R = first-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
2A0R = second-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
2A1R = second-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
2A2R = second-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
MAPEmin = minimum mean absolute percentage error

From Table 5.62, it is shown that the best DAR schemes in running
accelerometer data where 𝑁𝑜𝑃𝑇 ≤ 2250 in the terms of mean
absolute percentage error is 2A1R.

8.

Mean Absolute Percentage Error vs. Number of Data Transmitted
The comparisons of mean absolute percentage error against number
of data transmitted are shown in Figure 5.84.
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(a) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎%

(b) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟐𝟎%

(c) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟑𝟎%
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(d) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟒𝟎%

(e) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟓𝟎%

(f) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟔𝟎%
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(g) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟕𝟎%

(h) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟖𝟎%

(i) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted where
𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟗𝟎%
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(j) Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of data transmitted (%)
where 𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎%

Figure 5.84: Mean absolute percentage error vs. number of
data transmitted in running accelerometer data

The results of DAR schemes in running accelerometer data are
shown more details in Table 5.63.

Table 5.63: Mean Absolute Percentage Error vs. Number of
Data Transmitted in Running Accelerometer Data
NoDT

DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

≤ 75%

NoDT = number of data transmitted
DAR = data abstraction and reformation
0A0R = zeroth-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
0A1R = zeroth-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
0A2R = zeroth-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
1A0R = first-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
1A1R = first-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
1A2R = first-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
2A0R = second-order data abstraction & zeroth-order data reformation
2A1R = second-order data abstraction & first-order data reformation
2A2R = second-order data abstraction & second-order data reformation
MAPEmin = minimum mean absolute percentage error
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MAPEmin (%)
92.703
49.600
73.653
21.690
20.605
41.997
37.562
30.925
54.397

From Table 5.63, it is shown that the best DAR schemes in running
accelerometer data where 𝑁𝑜𝐷𝑇 ≤ 75% in the terms of mean
absolute percentage error is 1A1R.

9.

Conclusion
From Table 5.56 – 5.63, it is concluded in Table 5.64, that the best
DAR schemes in running accelerometer data is 2A1R.

Table 5.64: Results of DAR Schemes in Running Accelerometer
Data
(a) Best DAR Schemes in Running Accelerometer Data where the 𝑵𝒐𝑷𝑻 ≤
𝟐𝟐𝟓𝟎 and 𝑵𝒐𝑫𝑻 ≤ 𝟕𝟓%
DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

Th
1.413
1.413
1.413
2.738
2.738
2.738
5.646
5.642
5.642

NoPT
2250
2250
2250
1477
1477
1477
1154
1156
1156
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NoDT(%)
75.000
75.000
75.000
74.933
74.933
74.933
74.933
75.000
75.000

RMSE
1.698
0.920
1.495
0.825
0.825
1.505
1.117
0.996
1.702

MAPE(%)
92.703
49.600
73.653
20.605
20.605
41.997
37.522
30.925
54.397

(b) Best DAR Schemes in Running Accelerometer Data where the 𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬 ≤
𝟎. 𝟐𝟓 and 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬 ≤ 𝟐. 𝟓%
DAR
0A0R
0A1R
0A2R
1A0R
1A1R
1A2R
2A0R
2A1R
2A2R

Th
0.084
0.124
0.084
1.244
1.095
1.017
2.382
2.420
2.401

NoPT
2995
2992
2995
2438
2546
2605
2228
2206
2217

NoDT(%)
99.833
99.733
99.833
95.500
96.933
97.533
98.100
97.733
97.967

RMSE
0.068
0.060
0.025
0.184
0.135
0.204
0.182
0.129
0.140

MAPE(%)
1.631
2.278
0.809
2.497
2.491
2.485
2.476
2.487
2.426

DAR = data abstraction and reformation
Th = threshold
NoPT = number of packet transmissions
NoDT = number of packet transmitted
RMSE = root mean square error
MAPE = mean absolute percentage error

5.4

Discussions

5.4.1 Number of Data Transmitted and Number of Packet Transmissions
As mentioned earlier that the number of packet transmission and the
number of data transmitted is not necessary identical. This happens
because different orders of data abstraction will transmit different number
of data in one packet. The relationships of number of data transmitted and
number of packet transmissions are shown in Table 5.65.

Table 5.65: Relationships of Number of Data Transmitted and
Number of Packet Transmissions
Order of Data Abstraction
Zeroth

Relationship
Number of data transmitted = number of
packet transmissions
Number of data transmitted < 2 x
number of packet transmissions
Number of data transmitted < 3 x
number of packet transmissions

First
Second

5.4.2 𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬 and 𝑴𝑨𝑷𝑬
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Again, 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 and 𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸 is the level of accuracy in data reformation.
Logically, the number of data transmitted will affect the value of 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸
and 𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸 (higher number of data transmitted will resulted in lower
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 and 𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸). However, this does not happen in incremental and
decremental temperature data especially in 1A1R. This resulted in
conclusions that:
1.

In zeroth-order data abstraction, higher value of threshold (𝑡ℎ𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 )
will always resulted in lower number of packet transmissions.

2.

In first-order data abstraction, the number of packet transmissions
will increase when 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 is increasing if there is any ∆𝑎𝑖 =
𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 and ∆𝑎𝑖 < 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒+1 .

3.

In second-order data abstraction, the number of packet transmissions
will increase when 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑙 is increasing if there is any ∆2 𝑎𝑖 =
𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑙 and ∆2 𝑎𝑖 < 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑙+1 .

4.

Higher number of packet transmissions will not always resulted in
lower 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 and 𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸.

5.

Therefore, the lower value of 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 and 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑙 will not always
resulted in lower 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 and .

6.

In 1A1R, 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 always smaller than or equals to 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 . In other
words, 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 ≤ 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 . Therefore in the implementation of 1A1R,
the value of 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 can be specifically set to the application
requirement’s accuracy of the reformed data in the term of 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸.

7.

When 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 increased, 𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸 will be increased as well and vice
versa.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS
6.1

Conclusions
In this dissertation, the author has studied several methods to reduce the
energy consumption in WSN. This study focusing on collecting sensor
data from sensor nodes to a base station with minimum energy
consumption by reducing the number of transmission and the reliability in
the reformation of the non-received values. In application/attribute with
low sampling rate, the scheme is applied in temperature monitoring
application and in application/attribute with abrupt sampling rate, the
scheme is applied in movement monitoring application.

The author proposed Data Abstraction and Reformation (DAR) schemes.
Generally, DAR schemes can be divided into two major portions, which
are data abstraction and data reformation. Data abstraction is to filter
sensed value at a sensor node based on some pre-determined criteria, select
only the significant data and send them back to the base station; while data
reformation is to reconstruct the received values at the base station based
on the received data and certain set of principles. Less data transmission
will result in less energy consumption in the communication, and thus
extending the life of WSNs.

From the result, it shows that DAR schemes is able to minimize energy
consumption and increase the reliability in the reformation of the nonreceived values.
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Different orders of DAR schemes have been proposed. There are 9 (nine)
combinations of the scheme. They are 0A0R, 0A1R, 0A2R, 1A0R, 1A1R,
1A2R, 2A0R, 2A1R, and 0A2R. From the overall performance, 1A1R can
provide satisfactory results for low changing data rate with significant
energy saving and data reformation’s accuracy; and 2A1R can provide
satisfactory results for abrupt changing data rate with significant energy
saving and data reformation’s accuracy.

In conclusion, through 1A1R scheme, application with low sampling rate
can save up to 98% over single data transmissions with 100% of data
accuracy; and through 2A1R scheme, application with abrupt sampling
rate can save up to 27% over single data transmissions with 97.5% of data
accuracy. Therefore, the saving of transmissions can directly be translated
to the extension of the lifetime of a wireless sensor network.

6.2

Evaluations
From the objectives in section 1.4, which are:
1.

To propose Data Abstraction scheme at sensor nodes that can
efficiently filter significant data for transmission in order to
minimize communications in the network. This objective has been
achieved through zeroth-, first-, and second-order data abstraction
and discussed in Chapter 5.

2.

To propose Data Reformation scheme at the base station that can
effectively reconstruct the full set of data without compromising the
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quality of information. This objective has been achieved through
zeroth-, first-, and second-order data reformation has been achieved
and discussed in Chapter 5.
3.

To evaluate the performance of different combinations of DAR. This
objective has been achieved through 0A0R, 0A1R, 0A2R, 1A0R,
1A1R, 1A2R, 2A0R, 2A1R, and 2A2R; and discussed in Chapter 5.

6.3

Future Works
For the future work, as the current DAR schemes is based on the single
hop (peer-to-peer) network architecture, it is recommended that for the
future work:
1.

The scheme must not be limited to single hop topology, multi-hop
network architecture can be considered for future study.

2.

Improving the accuracy in the reformation of the non-received
values.
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